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Resister, Eat. May, 1896.
IStandard, Est. April, 1884 ,
• 
Mr. John Woolf°lk Came
Near Ending his Life.
PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY MORNING, JANUARY 20, 1906.
CLUB ROOM CONTINUE OFFICE
PADUCAH TRAVELING MEWS MEAT AND MILK INSPECTOR-
.c4u8 HAS OPENING A SHIP WILL NOT BE
TONIGHT. ABOLISHED.
•Tne Quarters Are Gcreeourly Eeuip- 'Meal Adeetion Given Lkentie Ordi-
J. B NIXON KILLED , p.4 and Will Prove Attractive nance and Apportionment Ordi-
HIMSELF IN HENDERSON'. Gathering Place. nance by Aldermen.
William Taylor Was All Right Yes-
terday After His Ruh Assault
On Self.
SIRS. MARTIN TOOK
MORPHINE YESTERDAY.
With deep regret all in the city
learned yesterday that at 6 o'clock in
the morning Mr. John Woolfolk came
near losing his life as the result of an
ounce of extract of' opium that he
took in his bedrootd at Hotel Lego-
rtiarsino, on Second and Broadway.
The hard work orthe ehysicians sav-
ed his life and yesterday aftertroon
he was moved from the hotel to his
father's home, on South Third street
near Tennessee, %heti eaely this
'horning he was resin easy and on
the road to recotteryt;! "
Mr. Woolfolk is one of the .city's
most popular and prothinent young
fellows, being the oldest sen of Capt.
Edward Woolfolk, 'the big furniture
dealer and steamboatman. The young
man Wlidnesday night went to Hotel
Lagontaraino and registeted as "John
Tabee." He evidenced no signs of
drinking, but seemed ' despondent
.about sonwithirtg, and all of Thursday
bad his meals sent up to his room.
During Thursday and thst night he
•ordered a bottle of beer that was
found standing on the table. Yester-
day morning about t o'clock he or-
dered several draughts of whisky.
About 6 o'clock ebe negro waiter went
up and took his orekr for breakfast,
which was sent ttp. The darky• on go
ing back found him in a deep stupor
and informed others who went up but
thought it was only the whisky's ef-
fect. Others an hour afterward no-
ticed him, his heart beating only four
pulsation to the minute, while his
face was purple. Realizing some-
ghing was wrong Drs. Seenvart, Rob-
ertson, Brooks and Rive were sum-
moned and commenced working he-
focally to save his life, which was
nearly gone. They brought him to
about it o'clock and it Oven developed
te had niken opium. He said !-.e did
it to produce sleep, but at another
time he said he was very despondent
and took it to relieve his mental an
guish.
Mr. Woolfolk remained at the ho-
tel until labe in the afternoon when
hc was taken to his home on South
Third street. He has hundreds of
friends who deeply regret the un-
fortunate occurrence. He is 26 years
of age and bookkeeper for the large
furniture factory of which his father
is president and general manager.
Nixon Killed Himself.
A special from Henderson, Ky.,
says. J. B. Nixon, formerly of Hop-
1609141e- KY., committed suicide at
the Hotel Henderson on Wednesday
night by ithooting. His body was
found yesterday. Hewes 35 yearoof
age, six feet tall and light complect-
ed. He bad a new suitcase, in which
were found clothing and some small
nersenal belongings, also a policy of
insurance for $16,000 ha the New
York Life, payable to his brother, and
another policy of $15,000 accident in-
surance. There was a bank book
meowing that $318.68 had been depos-
ited to his credit Jennie People'. bank
of Pensacola. Fla.'
In the suit case was also found a
clipping from the Neii arleans Pica-
yune of December 26, 1905. This clip
ping was dated Pensac*, Fla., •De-
cember 25, and told of the robbing of
Kr, & Co.'s store in that city of
Sko and other valuables, and saying
that the store was setnsn fire.,
Some years ago Nixohl wilt aresi-
dent of the city of Paducah al had
many_frkindo here.
All Right How.
William Taylor was able to be up
Lad about yesterday. The day he
he attempted to commit suicide
by taking poison et the Nelson &
SOUS saloon, on Third and Norton
streets.
,111•11••••••11111.
Woman Took Morphine.
Mrs. Emma Martin, of 'Thirteenth
and Clay streets, took a large dose
of .morphine yesterday and came near
dying, but the physicians saved her.
She is the wife of Edward Martin, a
well known ship carpenter.
Mincemeat is but L gastromical
meager..
This evening ,.the handsome club
rooms for the Paducah Traveling
Men's club on Legal Row will be
throWn open for use of the members
and their friends, and continued with
wide open doors forever afterwards.
The quarters' are very gorgeously
furnished and quite an elegant place
for the tvating men to maintain
their 'headquarters.
The club has the three front of-
fices on the second floor of the build
ing occupied on the ground ffoor by
large doors adorriedeattith fine drapers
teeen iBroadway and Kentucky ave‘
flue. The front room ii the parlor
and is nicely equipped with rocking
chairs, lounges, beautiful rugs, hand -
(some carpets, attractive pictures ou
the walls and other engaging feat-
ures. The middle room is the read-
ing and writing ttoom with its tables,
desks, chairs, stationary and other
things neoessary for a quarter of this
character. The rear office is the pool
and billiard room, with its tablee
therein, the cues, racks and balls for
the seductive pleasure.
All the rooms are connected with
large doors adorned with fine (koper-
its, while the furnishings as a whole
are very fine, costing between $61th
and $1,000.
This evening the formal opening
will be had and there will be a very
large crowd of traveling men present
as most of them are in from the road
on Saturday nights for the week. The
knights of the grip we very proud of
their quartee5 vithich will not only be
for the we of themselves, but their
friends, both locally and outsiders.
The carpenters have been at work
for one month past getting the offices
converted into quarters suitable for
club purposes, and now that this is
'done, the equipment installed. every-
thing is in grand drape for the recep-
tion of "the boys."- -
Durnig tonight's meeting a secre-
tary will be chosen to succeed Mr.
Herbert Hoover, who resigned his
position several weeks since. The
club will have its porter at the rooms
all the time to look after things.
WRIGHT NAMED
AS FIRST AMBASSADOR FROM
AMERICA TO JAPAN.
This Removes Teruigsseen From the
Governor-Generrtihip of Phil-
ippine Islands.
Wisettington, D. C., Jan. 19.—
Luke Wright, governor-general of th
Philippines, has been named by thi
president as the feet American am-
baseador to Japan.
The indications are that Henry C.
hie, of Vermont, at present the sen-
ior member of the Philippine com-
mission and acting as governor-gen-
eral in the absence of Gov. Wright,
will receive the appointment to that
office upon the latter's transfer.
He will not remain in offite long,
however, as there is mason to be-
lieve that hie successor Ine already
been practically decided upon.
Governor-General Wright expected
to remain in this country. until June
although this program may be some-
what altered by his new appointment.
EIGHTEEN MEN
KILLED IN MINE.
HELD A PRISONER
WOMAN MURDERED IN CHICA-,
GO LURED TO TfiElle DEN
BY TOUGHS.
Last evening a meeting, as a 'Com-
mittee of the whole, was held by the
aldermen and councilmen at the city
hall gemmed assembly chamber, for
the purpose of taking up and deciding
whether they should continue the of-
fice of meat, milk and live stock in-
spector or abolish it. There were
present Aldermen Starks, Bell, Hub-
bard, Hank, Farley, Miller and Coun-
cilmen McBroom, Van Meter, Wm.
son, Oehlschlaeger, Katterjohn, Dip-
plc, Hill, Meyer, Barntett and Herzog.
The body was called together by Pres
icbent Starks, of the aldermen, who is
acting mayor during the absence of
Mayor Yener.
There were present Drs. H. P.
Sights and C. H. Brothers, of the
board of health, Meat Inspector C.
G. Warner and City Health Officer
William T. Graves. The two former
physicians and Dr. Graves urged up-
on the board that they retain the
meat, milk and live stock inspector,
as it was one of the most important
offices within the gift of the munic-
ipality, as the close examinations
made upon meats and milks sold here
prevented anything impure being
palmed off on the public.
t The discussions regarding reten-
tion of the office, and also this meet-
ing, was the result of the city author-
ities last month deciding to do away
with the inspectorship on the ground
that it resulted in no good end the
place was a superfluous one. The
doctors and members of ths..board of
thealth expressed their opinien that
the place was one of the most vital
importance, as the health of the city
had been materially benefitted by the
inspections, and from the further fact
that dealers ira meats and milk were
afraid to put anything impure on the
market. And then also there are dis-
ease, prevalent among cattle that the
butchers cannot detect, but a veterin
arian surgeon can, and the inspec-
tions wherever developing this result
in the meat and milk being condemn-
ed.
The board of health also asked the
legislative officials to keep one sani-
tary officer employed the year round,
instead of discharging both inspec-
tors during the winter.
After talking over thing, the coun-
men and aldermen voted unanimously
to continue the office of meat and
milk inspector, but will not retain any
sanitary inspectors during the cold
months.
.Health Officer Graves in addressing
the board from a 'health standpoint,
paid a high compliment to the water
works company by stating this city
had the best filtered and purest water
supply of any place the country over,
therefone the typhoid fever and other
diseases &red through impure water
ad been reduced to a minimum.
Dr. Grave, atio'eeported to the au-
thorities that peopk around town dis-
regarded the law iregardigg according
respect to danger flags htuig out at
homes infected with scarlet fever.
The health officer said many people
tore down these sags, and be was or-
dered to abide by the law and prose-
cute them.
Charleston, W. Va., Jan. Ie.--
Eightden men are believed to have
been killed in a terrific explosion in
one of the mines of the Detroit &
Kanawha Cdal compute, at Detroit,
on Paint creek, this county, twenty-
five mile* froth here.
That more men were not in the
mine at the time of the accideat was
due to the fact +hat almost all of the
day men, convtating of miners, load-
ers and drivers, were eating their din-
ners on the outside, and thus escaped
the fate of their comrades.
Even though the men survived the
explosion it is almost certain that
they will fall victims to the deadly
after damp. Mothers, wives, era-
&ten and friends of the entombed
miners crowd about theenouth of the
pit, and declare that they "will not
leave until they know the fate 'of
their loved ones. I
Aldernsen Met.
After the comenittee of the whole
decided to continue the meat, milk
and live slack inspectorship, the body
came to a dose and the aldermen
'then held a special session by them-
selves for the purpose of giving sec-
ond adoption to the ordinance desig-
nating what licenses everybody shall
pay to do business each year in this
city and also give final adoption to
the measure providing for respectivs
sums allotted to each municipal de-
partment.
This being all before them they
adjourned after passing these bins.
Girl'TING BETTER.
Mr. Gene Hassleton Is Recovering
Prom P•rtgettic Stroke.
Freed on Conditios That She Not
Tell of Mistreatrisent, but Is
Followed and Killed.
Chicago, Jan. rci.—Mrs. Frank G.
Hollister, whose brutal murder by
Richard Ivene has aroused Ohicago,
was -held a prisoner in an empty
Inouse in Montana street for hours
before she was killed, by a gang of
five young (hoodlums, of which her
slayer was one, according to a story
which has just been told to the po-
lice.
The story, whkh is one of convinc-
ing detail,. confirms the theory upon
which Mrs. Hollister's family and the
members of the Wesley church, in the
choir of which she sing, have insisted
from the first. The story was told to
a friend by one of the degenerate
youths, while in his cups, who had
taken part in the attack upon the wo-
man.
The youth gavt the names of four
of Mrs. Hollister's assailants, and
said sec was lured into their clutches
b3 an appeal to her charity.
She was conducted to where the
quartit lay in ambush. As she en-
tered the house she was seized and
gagged. After she had been kept
there several hours, Ivens, it is said,
insisted she should be Her life
le as spared on condition that She
promise not to tell her family or the
police.
Ivens end another were delegatad
to follow Mrs. Hollister to see that
she kept 'her word, but Is-ens, it is
said, trailed her until she passed his
father's carpenter Shop. There, it is
believed, he decided upon a second
attack, and her murder was the re-
sult.
Mr. Gene Heesletort, of South
Third ,treet, continues daily to get
better and will shortly be able to
walk again all right. He is the rail-
Toad fireman running out of Chicago,
whose engine fell over and caught
him, and as a result the sustained a
paralytic stroke that rendered his con
dition very serious., He was brought
back to hie home here to remain un-:
til he fully regained his health,
'Bait your hook with a gold brick
when.you fish for suckers.
VOL 22, NO. 224
COW ORDINANCE TO QUIT BUSINESS
CITY ATTORNEY HARRISON
THINKS THE ALDERMEN
WRONG.
More Women Attacked.
One woman fatally shot aad two
others attegked on a well-lighted bout
evard in a thickly settled, high-class
residencellistrict was the record last
night in Olicago.
Mrs. Emma Day, of No. 4o4 Park
avenue, and Miss Pauline Amant, te
years old, were aeacked between 9
and to o'clock at Pa-'., avenue and
Oakley boulevard. Mrs. Day was
choked and beaten, and is in a serious
condition. Mies Amant escaped from
her assailant who is believed to have
been the saint man who attacked Mrs.
Day.
Circumstances attending the at-
tacks on the two women, who suffered
within a short period of time on the
same night, indicate that their assail-
ant was not acting with robbery as
his motive. No record was made of
the cases on the books of the police
department. Attempts were made to
prevent knowledge of the crimes be-
coming public. For a time the po-
lice even denied ever having heard of
the case,.
Screams Called Rescuers.
Mrs. Day was beaten and kicked.
Further indignities were prevented by
the arrival of several persons who
had heard the woman scream. Her
aesailent fled. The attack took place
ir the shadow of a wall of St. Pat-
rick's academy and convent.
The woman made a valiant defense,
but was soon overpowered and fell.
Her purse wae flung half a dozen feet
away, bast the Man made no effort to
get it. Instead, he continued strik-
ing the woman and trying to choke
her. When Mrs. Day fell the man
struck her bead repeatedly upon the
stone pavement. The attack was
within a few doors of Mrs. Day's
borne. Among the first to arrive was
Mrs. Day's mother, who found her
daughter air low. Internal in-
juries are fes
Florence Hunter, 26 years old, liv-
ing at No. 52 Boston avenue, was at-
tacked in her hipme by Leonard Ran-
som, a neighbot, and perhaps fatally
wounded by a revolver bullet. Rea-
m fled anittotik woman was taken to
the county spitz!. gbe has not yet
been able to make any statement.
Both Ransom and the woman are ne-
groes.
QUITE ILL.
Weaks Brothers & Co. Pre-
paring to do This.
:s to Gre Deeesn o: Dhe
tinguished Appellate Judges no ANNOJNCEnik;Arr WAS
Old Measure. MADE YESTERDAY.
In speaking of the Town Cow
question yesterday City Attorney
Thomas B. Harrison said that 'he be-
lieved the municipal legislative boards
were making a mistake in desiring
the cow ordinance case dropped in the
appellate count, but that if it was the
will of the board he was willing to
act in harmony with them and see
what can be done. He believes the
case now in the court of appeals
should be pushed to a haring and let
the decision of that eminent body of
jurists be given on the ordinance so
it could thereby be learned Wherein
lie the defects.
Judge Saneers in me peiise court
declared invalid the old cow ordi-
nance, and the city attorney took the
case 'to the appellate court, but on
Thursaay night the aldermer ordered
that it be dropped end then:: drafted
a new measure that will supply the
defects Judge Sanders pronounced ex
isted in the old bill. In making this
decision the aldermen instructed the
city attorney and city solicitor to
bring in the new bill. If the council
sanction this order it is effective and
has to be carried out.
City Attorney Harrison said he
realized that the decision of Judge
Sanders pointed out many defects
claimed in the old bill, but that he
believed the case should go to the
court of appeals and the decision of
'that body of distinguished judges pro
cured, as they could point out every
paragraph that is not legal and then
it would be very eany to draft anoth-
er ordinance in accoldance with their
views and it would' be bound to stick.
.The attorney wants to do every-
thing possible to get the matter set-
tled and believes this way of push-
ing the appellate -court case to a fin-
ish is the best, because if a new or-
dinance is drawn now and comes to
a test before Judge Sanders he may
point out another defect and it will
have to finally land in the appellate
bench ,before anything definite can les
effected.
Mr. F. M. Dold, of the Motto-
Burford establishment, returned yes-
terday morning front Mayfield, where
he went and spent the night before
with his friend, Mr. Cameron Happy,
who recently resigned his position
'here with the Scott Hardware -com-
pany on account of his ill health and
returned to Iii, home in that neigh-
boring city. Mr. Happy is suffering
from diabeids, •and is quite ill.
HAS LODGEROOM
BEAVERS WILL HOLD THEIR
MEETINGS AT ELKS'
HALL. .
Grand Exalted Ruler Brown ant' At-
torney Fitzgerald Arrive This
Evening for Dedication.
'Last evening at the meeting of the
Beavers' lodge the -trustees for that
order reported that they had made
arrangements with tho Elks for the
former to hold their meetings in the
assembly hall of the latter on North
Fourth between Broadway and Jei-
ferson street. This being agreeable
to the entire membership the Beav-
ers will hereafter hold their gather-
ings in this hall each Friday evening.
By the selection of this quarter it
makes four orders using the Elks'
hall. That body, the Knights- ind
Ladies of America, the Knights of
Columbus, ind the Beavers.
The parapherneila for the Beavers
is shortly expected to arrive, it being
due here next week.
Red Men Initiate.
The Red Men last evening held
their first meeting with the new of-
ficers to serve this year and the gall-
ing was one of mach interest. One
candidate was initiated last night and
her business transacted.
••••••
a
The Firm Has Been One of the Larg-
est and Most Prosperous in
This Section.
STOCK BE SOLD
TO THE TRADE.
Prominent role
Grand Exalted' Ruler Robert Brown
and Attorney J. J. Fitzgerald will ar-
rive this evening at 6 o'clock from
Louisville to participate in the Elks'
cornerstone laying tomorrow at the
new building on •Fiffh street 'beside
the. postoffiee.
The workmen ere carrying the
north side wall of the building on up-
ward, but that on the south side is
being left stand need after the lay-
ing of the cornerstone.
Information of a distinct loss to
the commercial interests of this city
was the announo mere made yester-
day morning by the large wholesale
grocery firm of Weaks Brothers' &
Company, of Second and Wathing•
ton streets, that they would imme-
diately retire from business just as
soon as the mammoth stock on hand
is dispol,ed of. The news is received
with regret and surprise, as the firm
has been one of the largest doing
this character of business in Western
Kentucky for the past sixteen years.
The company is now 'having printed
circulars that will be sent to their
thousands of customers throughout
this section of the United States in-
forming them of their into:Inca to
quit bilsiness just -as socin as there is
disposed of the stock orC+hand.
Years since this house was started
by Messrs. John and William Weeks,
and their father, Mr. E. P. Weeks,
all of this city. They were thorough
wholesale grocerymen and conducted
a mammoth business, with many men
upon the road and in the house.
Close application to business though,
broke down the health of Messrs.
Jobe and William Weeks and they
died' a year OT two ago, one shortly
after the other. After this diasoln-
tion the firm was reorganized but con
tinned under the old name. The new
management had Mr. E. P. Weeks,
father of the others as president, W.
F. Duebar, vice president, and Frank
B. Smith secnetary and treasurer.
'Mr. Weaks a very advanced in age
and desirous of retiring from active
life, while the other interested par-
ties did not care to continue the big
est abl iethane nt themselves and they.-
have announced their determinstio<
of selling out.
Many of their drummers have been
released froth service, but a suirecitatt
number will be kept on the roa.i.until
all the stock is sold and gotten rid
of, while the present office force wilt
be maintained until then also.
Mr. Dunbar has several busin
propositions in view, while Mr.
Smith is thinking of entering the less
ber business. Ail the firm are well
known and substantial business men
whose success in the past evidences a
continuation of same for the future
in whatever bus; nese they ,engage..
The firm owns the big building occu-
pied at Second and Washingtoa
streets and after they sell out it will
he for rent.
There is a lob of sentiment in the
squeeze of a heed by the right per-
son:
Too .often fortune smiles upon
thou who are unable to appreciate It
MAKING DOWN
SLEEPING BERTHS.
Congressman, After Etxperience,
vors Brownlow's Bill.
Washington, Jae. teee-Representa-
five Themaa J. Heflin, of Alabama,
is ready to aid Representative ,Brewn
low, of Tennessee, to ingulate rail-
roads along the lines of Mr. Brown-
low's bill requiring *Fleepithr berths
not to be "made down" unless for oc-
cupancy in reasonable time. The
Brownlow bill was drafter after time
big Tennessean failed to find a seat
in a sleeper where there were. many
unoccupid herein "made d own . "
Mr. Heflin, returning from ti....trig
home to inspect a new freedmen, Wit
assigned to berth No. 1 at Montgom-
ery by telegraph arrangements.
Through an agent at Opelika. the eon
ductor at Montgomery.; said that No.
was sold. Mr. Reflin saw that it
was "made down," but teloothrirkt-'
About midnight Booker T.. Washing
ton' got on the train and went to bed
in No. 1, *hid; the conductor ex-
plained had been sold at Cheetrew, a
station near Tuticegee. Mr. Hefha
finally got an upper berth le another
sleeper.
Another Called Meeting.
The Eagles' lodgie is growing an
fast that many called meeting's new
have to be held to confer the degrees. 
uponthe candidates and diepateh the
other business before them. Last
night a'special session was held and
much lodge work attended to. That
makes+ the third session this week fee
thait order.
•!!
s.
• ,
BANKS CLAIM
ROSE ADMINISTRATOR DOES
NOT THINK THEY HAVE
ANY.-
I 
Now On Trial the Big Suits Against
Interstate Life Insurance
Company. '
-
In the circuit court yesterday Ad-
minis.trator Felix RudolPh, asked the
court to dismiss the claim of the
Westerh National. bank of Louisville
in the suit of the National Life In-
surance company against the estate of
the late H. A. Rose. The judge has
not yet done anything in the motion
to dismiss.
The late H. A. Rose carried a .$10,-
coo policy in the National Insurance
company. The Western National
bank claims the proceeds front this
policy is due. them, as Rose pledged
it to them to satisfy a borrow he
made of the bank. The bank claims
the sum of the policy, vehile the in-
surance company does not know to
whom to pay the money, therefore it
filed suit and made the estate fk-
fendant in which it asks the court to
say who gets the policy. The estate
is in the hands of Pulic Administra-
tor Rudolph who sets up the plea that
the bank has no right to the proceeds,
therefore asks their cross petition
claiming the money, be dismissed. in
the litigation.
Additional reasons were -filed by
plaintiff in asking for a new trial of
the suit of Earl K. Slater against the
Mergenthaler-Horton basket factory,
wherein plaintiff Lost this week, he
seeking damages for injury to his
hand by defendant's rip-saw around
which he was employed.
An amended petition was filed in
the case where W. H. Paul seeks a
leivorce from Ada Paul.
The sheriff's report of sale was
eonfirmed and the sheriff allowed $5
in the suit of W. M. 'Carneal against
James Broyles. The san-te officials
report was confirmed and he allowed
$5 in the suit of Lena Hale against
John Hale.
An answer was lodged. by defend-
ant in the suit of J. R. Cheatham
against H. P. Hawkins for money de-
fendant owes plaintiff.
Mrs. Mamie COoley McNlannon,
the official court stnographer, was
fined $5 by Judge Reed for contempt
of court. She is instructed to be at
the courthouse at certain hours, but
was twenty minutes late yesterday
morning and ten minutes late in the
afternoon.
The entire time of the court is
now being taken up with the big
suits of the commonwealth of Ken-.
tucky against the Interstate Life As-
surance company of Indianapolis,
Ind. The agents for this company
went around over the state and gave
wholesale rebates in order to procure
insurance. There is a state law pro-
ving for a $500 fine for every re-
bate given, and now the common-
wealth has about ten suits here
against the concern for this charge.
The company claims they knew•
nothing of the rebating, and that it
was done without authority by their
agents, if done at all. At the last
term of court nine of the jurors were
for fining the company $250 and agent
a like sum, in each case of rebating.
Today's Docket.
There comes up today for trial the
suit of Emma Rose against the Pad
cah City Railway company,
Nellie McDowell vs. the Stree
way company. There was se
day, but is was compromi
day, the action of the
triet Warehouse comp
M. Crutchfield. Th
tended it advan
moth money fo
with and tha
that sum, h
on the se
nd
ail-
for to-
'I yester-
estern Dis-
y against L.
plaintiff con-
ic) Criitchfield
ins to buy tobacco
e owes them $725 of
the litigation is dropped
cm v111.
A BREWERY.
"airMIMPIIIMIIINNIONNONI••••111•••••••••••••••••••••••••■•••
-Tah Transfei
JONES -UP AGAIN cbe Cbur Cbee TIE RIVERS
ARRAIGNED BEFORE JUDGE
SANDERS ON VAGRANCY
- -CHARGE. •
The Warrant Charging Ed 'Morgan
With Fighting and Disturbing
School Go Over.
Parrish Jones sea arraigned before
Judge Sanders the police court yes
terday nicnor ing on the charge of
vagrancy' The matter was left open
until today. He was released a day
or two ago form the city hospital,
where he 'has been. for an attack Of
epilepsy.
Cliff Lee and Joe Sines were each
tined $5 and costs for engaging in a
light. 
•
There was tiled away the warrant
charging John Armstrong, colored,
with (envying concealed weapons. He
was held over last week to the grand
jury on the charge of cutting Pete
Anderson; colored, and when the cuts
sing charge is disposed of the weapon
warrant will agiain be taken up.
Calvin Kelly, John Kelly and Tom
Kelly, colored, were all fined $to and
costs each for being drunk and dis-
orderly and using profane language
upon the streets.
The proceedings changing Bessie
Shields, colored, with engaging in a
tight with another, were left open.
There was held over until today the
two warrants against Blacksufith Ed
Morgan, one charging 'his with fight-
ing Prof: Joseph Ragsdale and the
other accusing him of disturbing the
public school at Fourth and Ohio
streets, during the fight.
•
gotiations Under Way to Build
One in Mayfield.
Mayfield, Jan. 19.—An effort is
being made to organize a etock com-
pany for the purpose of budding a
brewery in this city.
Under the decision of the Court
of -Appeals rendered recently, beet
cannot be scild, even in case lots, ex-
cept by the manufacturers. Now
those who desire 'the articles sotd in
this city are preparing to establish a
brewery htre for the purpose of man-
ufacturing enough beer for the con-
sumption of the city and county.
The articles of incorporation will
probably he filed this afternoon. It
is said money has already been sub-
stribed amounting to $5,000.
QUICK JUSTICE AT HICKMAN.
'Hickman, Ky., Jan. lg.—Saturday
evening, January 13, in a crap game
between two neg-roes at Madrid Bend,
this county, Charles Davis shot and
killed Charles Edwards. He Was ar-
yrsted and brought to Hickman and
remanded to jail. The grand jury
returned an 'indictment on Monday:
the first case was ,tried Tuesday and
Davis was sentenced to .twenty-on'
years in, the penitentiary.
SCHOOL FIGHT
CONTINUED IN THE POLICE
COURT YESTERDAY
MORNING.
11.••••••••••••••=•••
The Teachers of the Public Schools
Unanimously Adopted Resolu-
tions Yesterday.
Yesterday morning in the police
court there came up for trial the two
warrants charging Blacksmith Ed-
ward Morgan with having a fight with
Professor Joseph S. Ragsdale and
with disturbing the peace of the pub-
lic - schools. Not being ready for
trial the parties had the warrants con
firmed- over until today.
Yesterday afternoon the teachers
of th• public schools held their
monthly literary session at the Wash-
ington building on West Broadway,
at which time a committee was selec-
ted to draft resolutions that were
adopted, regarding the trouble be-
tween Mr. Morgan and the professor.
he resolutions were as follow:4:
Resolutions. •
‘Vhereas, Proof. J. S. Ragsdale
was co the 18th inst, assaulted while
performing the functions of his office
as teacher and principal of Lee school
by one of his patrons and his (the
patron's) two sons for the alleged
punishment of his (the patron's)
boy and, whereas., we, tire -teaching
body, of the Paducah city schools,
em' due investigation find that said
assault was without sufficient provoca
tion and, moreover, that, since one of
the teacher!, of the said body has thus
been ifnduly punished and 'humiliated.
the peace of the Lee school disturbed,
the discipline:of tstre whole school sys-
term and the dignity of the teaching
profession very seriously affected:—
Therefore, be it
Resolved. By the. teachers- in thei-
regular monthly /meeting:
First—That we do-heartily endorse
the course pursued by Prof. Rags-
dale, bosh in the punishment of thc
boy and defense made oil being at:
tacked. .•
Second—That we express our pro-
found sympathy for P:of, Ragisdale
being subjected to such an assault
committed in an enlightened and law-
abiding community.
Third—That we depreciate all the
eecouragement given to children by
th:ir parents to disregard the discip-
line, morals and the dignity that
should 'he maintained in a properly
regulated city school system.
Fourth—We hold that it is the duty
of all the patrons' of the public
schools to lewd their aid and encour-
agement to the upbuilcling of the
schools which we regard a.s the bul-
wark of our civil liberty, and we de-
plore any evidence in our city schools
detrimental to these ideals.
Fifth—We, se a teaching body,
pledge our moral and- material sop-
port in this case and in all others se-
riously .affecting the discipline, peace
and prosperiay of our schools.
Sixth—A copy be given to each of
the three city dailies for publication.
W. H. SUGG,
J. T. ROSS,
W. P. JOHNSON.•
Committee.
• .
T.oriseille is .to build a new jail at
a e' of $/3o,00n. It is to occupy
of the pri sent jail oil _Ieffer-
'Stuyvesant Fish,. president 'o: 1 f, ' I :.e't adjoining the city hall.
'itiois Central rairroad., has accepted
einvitetion to gptak at a. banquet.
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Toiturveosse ,snorning at the Evan-
gelic-al church- On- South Fifth street.
Rev. , Bourquin. will preach
on "A Bigger Ladder," while /he
theme for di*ussion at the evening
hour is "Good Seed -and. Poor Re-
suits.
Broadway Methodist.
Rev. T. J. 'Newell, pastor of Broad
way Methodist church, has selected
for his morning subject "The New
;Iestament „Christian" and for the eve-
ning service, "The Value of Ifrayer in
the Salvation of a Soul." The Junior
Fpworth league which meets at 3
o'clock Sunday afternoon, has an es-
pecially interesting program. These
afternoon services are under the direc
tion of Miss Happy Newell. The
'Senior league meets at 6:3o o'clock
in its devotional' service, MT. W. H.
Julian, president, Prof. C. B. Hat-
1' cld„leader
North Twelfth Mission. '
Sunday school services will be !held
a: 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
the North Thelfth street Baptist nn
sion chore*.
German Lutheran.
There will not be. any services to-
morrow morning at the German Luth
eran clisirch on South Fourth street,
as Rev. A. L. Ilten goes to his
charge in 'the country to *pireach. To-
morrow night worship will be held
here in the city, at which time he will
preach on "Faith" in the English
language
Little Cypress.
• Rev. .T J. Owen goes out to Lit-
tle Cypress today to preach.
'Tenth Street Christian.
"The Anointed of God" is the sub-
jcct tomorrow morning for Rev. D.
W. Bass, of the Tenth street Chris-
tian church.. At night he speaks on
"The First Gentile Convert."
Grace Episcopal.
Tomorrow morning and afternoon
Rector David Wright preaches at the
Grace Episcopal church.
Second Baptist.
Rev. E. H. Cunningham, of the
Second Baptist church, will tomorrow
morning preaich on "The Rich Young
Ruler. At night his theme for dis-
course will be "If the Righteous
Scarcely be Saved, Where Shall the
Ungodly and Sinner Appear?"
Trimble Skreet Methodist.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong, of the
Trimble street Methodist church, least
night returned from Princeton, Ky.,
and has not yet chosen his subjects
for worship tomorrow morning and
evening, at which times he will be in
his pulpit.
- ---
First Baptist Church.
The services, at the First Baptist
church tomorrow morning, afternocen
and evening will continoe at the
issual hours with Rev. Cates and his
co-laborers presiding.
First Presbyterian.
"The Great Conflict" will be talked
no tomorrow morning a• the First
Presbyterian church by Rev: W. E.
Cave, while at the evening hour the
theme for discourse is "The Things
that Accompany Salvation."
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Rev. Eshman preaches tomorrow
morning and evening-at the issued
hours at tliF Cumberland Presbyterian
church. The Oheistian Endeavor so-
cieties gather at' the regular hours
also.
First Christian.
Tomorrow morning at the usual
hours Sunday' school cervices and
comintorion will he held at the First
Christian church.
Third Street Methodist. .
"The AOStles Vision of the Glor-
into' Christ on. The Isle of Patmos"
will be preached on tomorrow morn-
ing by 'Rev. Peter Fields at the 'Third
street Methodist church, while at the
evening hour he talks - on "The Con,
version of The Phillippian Jailer."
Named Two District Postmasters.
Washington, Jan, 19. \ morn; the
postmasters named yesterday by the
president were: For Hickman, Ky..
James T. Stephens, and for Wick
liffe, Ky4 John A. Miller. Both are
appointments.
White Man Hanged.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. to.--Wm. Van
Dalsen, a white man, aged 23, was
hanged here at 7:25 this morning for
tire murder last fall of MTS. 'Fannie
Potter. Van Dalsen occupied hie
time in jail by making toys, among
them-being a miniature 'gallows, With
a body suspended. For this he re-
ceived 'an offer from a Kansas. Cit
man, but declined it, and gave Ow
trinloststd the jail steward.
EigIt n important cha ges in the
chatter of Louisville are mark :.
hill which will be introdneed in 1:(
general assembly tsglay. they, re
late mainly to die bitter °petition
of the departments of the city, **re
hc,i2911Ati pubbc works .
• • •
Erlisbe for the Deepy Register.
There gets away for the Tennessee
river at 5 o'cloele this afternoon 'the
ste:ainer -Kentucky: - She
that stream until next Thursday
night.
The Bottorff will leave Nahsville
today, get here tomorrow, and lay un-
til onion Monday before getting out
on her return.
The Joe Fowk r went to Evansville
yesterday and comes hack here again
tomorrow, to lay until Monday motn-
ing b.efetre again leaving on 'her re-
turn that 
-way..
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day. from Evansville and gets, out
right away on her return there,' She
does not get back here any more then
until next Tuesday.
There gets out for Cairo this
morning at 8 o'clock the 'steamer
Dick. Fowler. She 'comes back again
tonight.
The Peters Lee gets here tomor-
row en route tip to Cincinnati.
The Rees Lee gets here tomorrow
en route down from Cincinnati to
_Memphis.
The towboat Sycamore has been
pulled' out on the dry docks, for re-
pairs made necessary by her swamp-
ing last Monday at Ritchie's landing,
below here on the Ohio river.
The Inverness' is out of the Ten-
nessee river with a tow of ties.
The steamer Chattanooga is due
today on her return to this city front
her first round trip to Chattanooga,
Tenn., since resuming business
that trade.
A New York dispatch yesterday
said as follows: Mrs. Grace M.
Brown, daughter-in-law of the late
Capt. Samuel S. brown, the Pittsburg
river man, horseman and coale opera-
tor, will, in a few days, return to
Pittsburg from this city to bring
suit•against the state of her father-in-
law for a larger share of his proper-
ty than Was given to her under the
will. She was practically cut off,
receiving only the income from $30.-
000 brewery bonds, the, principal to
revert to the estate at her death ti -
remarriage. Only after days of per-
suasion of friends and relatives did
Mrs .Brown decide to make a con-
test of the will. She is the wi low
of a son of the late coal operator.
and is staying with her sister, Mar-
garet Sayre, at the Rutland. It is
estimated tha tthe estate of Capt.
Brown will reach $15,000.000. k is
expected that the suit will turn out
one of the biggest will contests
waged in the East for many months.
Testimony of a sensational character,
it is promised, will be brought out."
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo-2.5, falling.
Chattanooga-8.7, falling.
Cincinnati-29.89, falling.
Evansville-23.7, rising-.
Florence-6.7, rising.
Johnsonville—io.o, falling.
Louisville-10.3, falling.
Mt. Carmel-8.8, falling.
Nashvil4e-2o.4,
Pittsburg-7.5. falling.
Davis Island Dame-8.g, fa:ling.
St. Louis-7.1, falling.
Mt. Vernon-21.9, rising.
'Paducah-20.2.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
tiStcn2es eiazd
FzUrrittire.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court street. Old phone 134
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he wculd be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-
vice and nothing but the best drugs
at reasonable prices
Seventh
and
Broadway.
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Ite„,
Special. Sale
Will bring pleasure' your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store., Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records.
On Wall Pape-
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT IIA3
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO VI EM3LIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MAT'.7t4
FOR THE srm..T. SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN ELL
AAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR& SELLING AT 6 CENTS
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY ic PER SINGLE ROLE
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.: ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, i5c, aoc
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELLIVIACT, INGRAINS'
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVii.ABLIC
OR AND LOVELY AFFRIN-016 BORDERS TO MATCH, ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFEC1S aN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING9, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Warren & Warren
a Jewelers
• 33 BroaC6,4!
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
EDGAR W. WFIITT-EMORE,--
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTA.'')Q. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM is •EASIF
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR it.
r Nr.DG a 4 w. WIRITTEMORS..
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Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds 
Furniture and Fixtures 
 
Cash and Exchange 
 
 
 :• • S5.178 92
2,000 00
 $177.196 54 I
2,113o.ge
Paducah, Kentucky, 
f1444 1Condensed S_atement of
MECHANICS' AND FAKMER.S
SAVINGS BANK
at close of business, Dec 3o, roo5
RESOURCES.
• t
.-7.— —
_3" $237,306.30 t
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock 
 ••••••
Undivided Profits 
Deposits 
•• • • • •
5o,000.00
3,563.11
 183,643 . pg
$237,206 . 20
A DIVIDEND OF 2% PER CENT WAS DECLARED OUT
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST SIX MONTHS
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKHOLDERS ENTITLED
TO SAME, PAYABLE ON DEMAND
J., T. LAURIE, Cashier.
MECHANICS
and
I FARMERSSAVINGS BANK,'
--227--
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH THIRD/Sr, PADUCAH, K14
MAT TIE, [Me & CO. ,
J. K. HENDRICK.. 3.0. MILLEIti
Lemon Chill TonicWM. MARBLE.
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.Hendrick Miller A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
and Marble. WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
LAWYERS WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build.
323 2-2 Broadway.
trrIcti, ., ..11 tb cats or tha
. •
FOR SALE 'AT ALL DRi1(...
STORES.
•
. • .-
C.Ahscribe for th= T4111Y
•
44 114,
•
•
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The Owners Want Our Building. We Must
.Vacate in a Few Days.
•••••••••••11
SCHWAB BANKRUPT ST OCK
st be Closed out.This building has been leased to the Eley Dry Goods Co., and we must vacate. We ihav&
re-marked the entire stock with one idea in view, To Sell it Quick, Cost or Value not Considered. We:, will not
continue this business, therefore must ge trid of this Bankrupt Stock. C.omeoand avail yoursetr or the big Barkains
Nothing reserved, Everything mustigo.
The only Bona Fide Bankrupt Sale ever held in Paducah. Merchants desiring any part of Schwab's Bankrupt Stock
can see same any morning between 8 and 9 o'clock.
eft
R Pi) 5o dozen &iota, Schwab's price 5oc,
Id 
CL Bankrupt sale price 190
50 dozen Shirts, Schwab's price 75c,
a E Bankrupt sale price  34C.0 35 dozen Shirts, Schwab's price $1.25,
O t 
Bankrupt sale price 58c
O CI 25 do: Overalls Schwab's price 75c,
Bankrupt sale price 340
•
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These Prices Show a few of the Thousands of Bargains we Offer.
Yrs Furnishing Goods
15 dozen Overalls, Fink's snake,
Schwab's price $1.5o,
Bankrupt tale price
25 dos. Fleece Undershirts and draw-
ers, Schwab's price 5oc,
Bankrupt sale price .  28e
25 doz. Boys' Drawers, Schwab's
price aoc, Bankrupt sale
price 19c
Suits and Overcoats
UNION MADE
• • ..... •
Schwab's
CRUSHER COMING
WILL INCREASE THE CAPACI-
TY OF THE KATTERJOHN
PLANT.
Fred Scherf Here From Redwing,
Minn., Spending Winter With
Contractor Katterjohn.
Contractor William Katterjdhn has
retutived from Chicagd and yesterday
stated that he started on its way the
big new crusher that will be placed
in the Katterjohn stone and quarry
works at Cedar Bluff, fifty miles
above this city on the Louisville di-
vision of the Illinois Central.
The demand of the plant for 'addi-
tional rock compels, increased facili-
ties being installed, and this crusher
is capable of grinding up cxo yards
di. 4
of atone each day. Mir. Katterjohn
is gradually enlarging the quarry
worlas until it is now one of the
Ilb largest in the world of its kind, mil-
lion, of dollars worth of material be-
.,
et
, ing gotten out each year.
The crusher is expected to arrive
sermetime next week when it will im-
mediately be installed.
a
6,7
Northern Visitor.
Mr. Fired Scherf, of Redwing,
fs in the city, accompanied by
his wife, to spend the winter with
Contractor Katterjohn and family.
The visitor hails from the city that
was the old home place of the recent-
IY deceased father of the Stews.
ilratterJobri. Mir. &herr is a C00411
of the Padticathans.
The Mr. Kattorjohb, Sr., who died
several years ego, lived its Redwing
forty-seven yeasts ago and constructed
the handsome county jail and court-
house now standing there, he at that
place conducting his contracting busi-
ness the same as 'here. Redwing has
a big and important addition known
as the "Katterjohn Addition," and
lamed after the Paductrhan when he
x lot Imported Balbrigan Undershirts,
Schwab's price $1.5o, Bankrupt sale
price 4se
20 doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
5oc, Bankrupt sale price .490
20 doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
75c, Bankrupt sale price
25 doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price roc, Bankrupt sale
price 
 
 
 30
25 doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price 25c, Bankrupt sale
price 
 
 9e
so doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 5c, Bankrupt sale price 2C
35 doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
sale price 7 1-20
15 doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 5oc, Bankrupt sale
price
Suits and
Overcoats
34e
Schwab's price $7. so Bankrupt sale
price $1'.98 to $2.48
Schwab's price $9.00,
Bankrupt sale price $3.76
Schwab's price $15.00, Bankrupt
sale price .... $3.98 to $4.98
Schwab's price $03.00,
Bankrupt sale price $6.48
Schwa Vs price $22.50, Bankrupt sale
price .....
.$9.98 and $11.00
as dozen Suspenders, Schwab's price
25c, Bankrupt sale price 11.10
Boys' Waists
and Shirts
Banner Brand, Schwab's price 5oc,
Bankrupt sale price, while they
last 
 90
Fink's Celebrated
Union Made
Overalls
Schwab's price $1 oo
63cBankrupt sale priceWhile they last 
Boys' White Launderied Shirts,
Cchwab's price 75c, quantity lim-
ited, so you had better come early.
Bankrupt sale price ...
A few more of those excellent suits
which Schwab sold at $r5 00,
for $3.98
Men's odd Coats, heavy-weights,—Lot
No. x, Schwab's price $2.00, Bank-
rupt sale price, while they last 98e
Lot No. 2, Schwab's price $3 00, Bank
rupt sale price $1.48
Pants
Schwab's price $x.5o to $6.50 Bank-
rupt sale price ...49e to $3.19
Corduroy Pants, Schwab's price $1 to
$1.50, Bankrupt sale price ...49e
Knee pants, Schwab's price 25c to Sr,
Bankrupt sale price 16 to 750
Corduroy Knee Pants .... 290
232332=311=t2:=31=3:12322:3=tan
1 Suits and. OvercoatsUNION MADE
suu======nt=====a
oloz Stand, 216 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
lived there., On the site of this addi-
tion stand, one of the biggest cement
plants in the world.
SUIT BROUGHT IN NAME
BARONESS VON ROQUES.
Lexington, Ky., Jan. I9.—Daposi-
tions of Judge Matt Walton, of this
city, was taken, here today by Col.
David Armatrong, of New York City,
iii the suit of Baroness Caroline Von
Rogues, of Germany, against Col.
Armstrong. The suit was brought in
the name of Baroness Von Rogues,
but the action really is forced by Mrs.
Florence Maybrick, the former Eng-
lisrh prisoner. Armstrong acted as
the attorney for the Baroness Von
Roquea She mother of Mrs. May-
brick, in the sale of lands in Kentucky
inherited by the baroness from her
father, D. B. Holbrook, of Mobile,
Ala. Both she and Mrs. Maybrick
were dissatisfied with the amount re-
sulting from the land sale, and sued
Armstrong for a balance claimed 'to
be due. jttelge Walton prepared cer-
tain papers in the deal here, and his
testimony was sought foir that reason.
ONLY ONE OF THIRTEEN
ABOARD VESSEL SAVED.
Savannah, Ga., Jan. 19.—Adrift on
a ganar-pistala from 9 o'clock last Sat-
urday morning until 5 o'clock Mon-
day afternoon, without food or water,
Earl Sumner, the only known surviv-
ing member of a party of thirteen
people aboard the four-masted
,schooner Robert II. Stevear011, was
picked op by the German steamer Eu
rope, botmd from Philadelphia for
Savannaih, Monday afterapoon and
brousiht to Savannah yesterday. Be-
sides the Solip's crew there were four
women aboard, the wife of the cap-
tain, two relative, and a colored serv-
ant, all going to 'Havana on a pleas,-
ure trip.
Newa of the arrest of William E.
Walling, of Chicago, in St. Peters-
burg, for alkared connection with the
revolutionary party, ha, reached the
United Stades. Walling is a grand-
low of the late W. H. English, of
Tndiana, aacLinherited a large fortune
from his ginandfather's vast estate.
CONSUMPTION
MRS. JULIA MITCHELL PASSED
AWAY IN MECHANICS-
BURG. ,
Johnnie Pepper Died of Pneumonia
at Home on Trimble Street—
Coroner Held Inquest.
Yesterday morning early there died
of consumption Mrs. Julia Mitchell
at the family home in 2/01 Hays
avenue in Mechanicsburg. She had
been confined for map), weeks with
the ailment.
The deceased was thirty-three years
of age and had resided here only three
months, having come from Marshall
county. She is the wife of Mr. 0. A.
Mitchell, of the South Side.
The remains will be taken to
Marshall county today and interred
in the Salyer's cemetery.
—Tilfoid-Bruner7form—er-resident-o 1
I Garrard county, Ky., and a first lieu-
' tenant in Wolford's Cavalry during
the Civil >var died at Springfield,
Col
Died of Pneumonia..
Yesterday morning at _9 _o'clock
there died of pneumonia Mr. Johnnie
Pepper, at the family home in 1245
Trimble street.
The lad was twenty years of age
and will be buried this afternoon at
2 o'clock in Oak Grove cemetery.
Funeral will be officiated over by Rev.
J. S. Cheek, of the First Baptist
church.
The dceased was a son of Mr. R.
L. Pepper and was employed in the
car building department of the Illi-
nois Central railroad.' Ile leaves hie
parents, one brother and tar* sisters.
Alleging that important evidence
tras been discovered, a new trial for
Albert T. Patrick, condemned mur-
derer of Millionaire Rice, of Texas,
will be asked by his counsel. •
Charging violation of the Sunday
closing law, the judge of district court
at Omaha, Neb, has ordered the can-
cellation of 170 of the 265 saloon li-
censes in Omaha.
Emmett McBride, deputy town
marshal of Drakesboro, Ky., was
fatally shot Tuesday night by an un-
rkensotwn prowler he attempted to sr-
All of the dark tobacco held by the
American Society of Equity, in
Owensboro, has been sold, 670 more
hogsheads having been disposed of
yesterday.
Alexander Rcavis formerly of
Owensboro, Ky, was killed by the
cars at Fort Branch, Ind.
The jury in the case of former Au-
ditor's Agent A. M. Harrison,
charged with fraud in the settlement
of back tax cases, after being out for
over twenty-four hours at Winches-
ter, returned a verdict of acquittal.
Attorney General Wade H. Ellis
has filled in the circuit court of Belle-
fontaine a petition to oust all the
constittren bridge companies 'doing
business in Ohio from their charters.
The House united in a tribute to
the frigate "Constitution" Thursday
and adopted the resolution directing
the committee on naval affairs to in-
quire into the preservation of the old
ship.
The delegates at the Algeciaras
conference after a two-hours' har-
monious session Thursday practically
reached an agreement on the main
lines of a plan fo rrepresaing contr
band.
Harry Green, colored, Charged with
complicity in a murder at Ashland,
Ky., was convicted and sentenced to
ninety-nine years' imprisimment.
One of the men in jail at Shoal.,
Tad., -charged with robbing safe of
money and ...United States bonds, is
saieto have made a confarsioa. It
is said that the original. plan was to
rob the Shoals bank.
BUSINESS DEAL
Abram L. Weil & C. Buy Out Mt
Ashbrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my friends and patrons,
that I -have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this city for the
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
should publicly acknowledge my in•
debtedness and appreciation of 'the
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We desire to inform all of having
brought the business of Mr. Ashbrook
and hope for a continuance of the
liberal patronage accorded him,
guaranteeing alb satisfactrion and ap-
preciation.
ABRAM L WEIL & CO.
GOV. FOLK AND
TREASURER FOLK.
Former Refuses to Grant Pardon
Asked by Laser.
Jefferson City, Mo., Jan. 19.—Gov.
Folk yesterday refttsed a request from
his brother, Raeu E. Folk, state treas
urea of Tennessee, for 'the pardon of
Wm. Payne, a negro, sentenced for
five years from St. Louis, for rob-
bery. Gov. Folk's brother said the
negro had formerly lived in Tennes-
see, and 'his people thee are asking
for the pardon. Information showed
that Payne was 'serving a setond
term and for that reason the pardon,
a as refused.
I.
The Daily Register, -only xoc. a
week.- , 
-
CONCERNS ONLY
FRONTIER POWERS.
---
Suppression of Contraband in Moroc-
co—View Expected to Prevail.
Algeciras, Spain, Jan. 19.—It un-
derstood that the project for the sup-pression of contrabands contains
eight articles. The sixth which was
read by the Duke of Almosiovar to
the conference says that the suppres-
sion of contraband concerns the
frontier powers only, that is to say
France and Spain. Prince Von
Radeowitz, the German delegates en-
tirely agreed with this and the con-
ference is certain to take the same
view.
Sidi Ei Lorres, the Miooriah repre-
sentative, said that Morocco was
keenly in the suppression of the
traffic in arms as that would make
rebellion impossible. Your corres-
pondent is informer on trustworthy
authority that Spain manufactures
and exports cheap makes of rifles of
the Remington pattern so extensively
that they are sold in Morroca at $5.
Many vessels from Gibraltar are en-
gaged in this trade.
HAS EATEN NOTING
FOR MORE THAN WEEK
Jackson Professor Gives No Reason
for His Remarkable Fast.
Jaskson, Ky., Jan. 17 - Prof. Vitts,
manual training instructor of Lee's
Collegiate Institute, is attracting con-
siderable attention in Jackson on ac-
count of the remarkable faet he is un-
dertaking.
The professor has not eaten a bite
of food for 'even days. He will not
assign any reason for his fasting, and
declines to talk tat the subject, ex-
cept to say that he will not eat any-
thing until - nine days have expired.
Prof. Vitt s came .here from Louiv-
ville the first of last September at
the beginning of the college year.
He is a young man, being about
twenty-two years of age.. .
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
Delivered to your More for TO cents
a week. 4.• • ).3
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"Turk Young," says the Burkesville
(Ky.) Herald, "is spending his vaca-
tion at home in Waterview." Why do
you call him "Turk.' Young? Is it
because he tots a scirruitar or does he
walk turkey just because .he is among
the "engineers" of the "machine?"
Explain.
The people of New York who
dropped nickles in the Yerkes" street
car coffers are to have their "bread"
returned to them. The will of
Yerkies, which donates his Fifth
avenue mansion and its valuable con-
tents to the city for a mesum, has
been admitted to probate and will
not be contested it seems.
"Kaiser Wilhelm uses visiting% cards
six inches long," says the Louisville
Herald. Well dont it take ,that size
card to bold his name, titles (real and
fancied), etc? Try to print the mat-
ter in the usual sized German text
and you will discover the card is
crowded even if it is six inches long
and proportionately as wide.
W. A. Young, of the legislative
house, has introduced a resolution
favoring the sending of a committee
to Breathitt county to investigate that
feud-ridden section. It is a safe bet
that if the solons pass the resolution
-7-and it is another safe bet that they
wont do so—that neither Young or
any other legislator unused- to "trail-
ing" in Breathitt will accept a place
On the committee. Breathitt niay
need -investigation, but no legislative
committee, unprotected by tile militia,
will do the job other than in name.
France seems determined to twist
the nose of Castro, of Venezuela, as
a last resort, being linable otherwise
to get a settlement of her differences
with the Central American. Castro
threw down the gauntlet a few days
since when be forbid France's repre-
sentative to come ashore from a
French craft on which he had •empor-
*tray gone and now France has de-
cided to expel- Castro's envoy from
that country and make a decided
naval ,demonstration against Vene-
zuela. A meeting of the French cabi-
net is expected to, at on decide
what shall be done and how soon it'
shall be done. Just now it looks like
Venezuela is to 'receive a spanking
which She dettervies. Castro has,
dearly endeasasiall to take shelter in
this quarrel under the United' States
and the Monroe doctrine, and whenhe
awaloess to a realization that he has
miscalculated will make the proper-
settlement with France and avert
sany trouble. .-.. •
Municipal Ownership in Chicago.
Municipal ownrs.s4ip, in spite of
corruption and intrigue, ha 3 virtually
won victory after a prolonged battle
in ()hicago. The facts is one of credit
to Mayor Dunne and much sitisfac-
Son to the people.
The proposition before Chicago is
for the city to take or, the street car
system or franchise, and though it
hinges upon a second endorsement by
the people at the polls and'the de-
Cisions of the courts, it is 'believed
further victory wild come to the peo-
ple. This idea is justificio because
the question was an issue in the can-
vass when Mayor, Dunne was elected
by a decided majority.
The statu of the question at pres:-
ent is thus staled in a Chicago dis-
patch of the
"After a bitter struggle With a hos-
tile city council, prolonged for many
Months, 1141)ayor Dunne gained a del
cisive victory for municipal owner-
ship today, when by a vote 'of 37 tor*
the city council, after an all-day St3-
MOD, passed an -ordinance providing
for municipal ownership of street rail-
,
ways, and another providing for their
operation by the city.
"Apparently it now only remains
for the voters to give to the first or-
dinance a two4hirds vote and a
three-fifths vote on the second prop- i
osition.
1"Miayor Dunne and his snpporters,
-claim that the referendum, which will -
be' taken at the .coming spring elec-
tion, wild be overwthelminly inefavor 1
of the ordnance.
"Then thit; only bar to realization of
municipal ownership will be a possi-
ble adverse decision of the courts
affecting the validity of the Mueller
certificates by which tithe city, expects
to secure insoney to embark in the
transportation business.
"Clarence Darrow and other legal
experts have assured the Mayor that
the validity of the Mueller certificates
will be upheld." 
.
The Citizen and the Police.
(Louisville Post.)
The New York World prints the
hitsory of an interesting case in
which the right of a citizen to forcibly
resist an illegal arrest by a member
of the police' force was involved.
The case in point was that of a
keeper of a confectionery shop in
New York city, who was stopped by a
policeman in front of his shop and
called upon to produce -his license.
The shopkeeper replied; that the
policeman had no right to peremptor-
ily demand his license, but that the
proper process was to cite him be-
fore the license board if he had any
doubt in the matter. •
The shopkeeper than went into his
place of business, where he was fol-
lowed by the policeman, who, after
speaking to him, very roughly, at-
tempted to put him under arrest.
The shopkeeper thereupon resisted
arrest and knocked the policeman in-
sensible with an iron bar, for which
action he was indicted by the New
York grand jury on the dual charge
of-resisting an officer and assault and
battery.
The" case was called a few days ago
befOre Recorder Goff in the Court of
General Sessions, and the court field
that in the first place the policeman
had no right to make an arrest or
even demand the producing of the
license. After hearing the proof he
peremptorily instructed. the jury to
acquit, holding that the policeman
was altogether in the wrong, that he
was a trespasser upon private prop-
erty, and that the shopkeeper acted
within the legitimate bounds of self-
length the rights of policemen to
defense.
The court also discussed at some
make arrests, and said that when
they outstepped the bounds of their
authority they became common law-
breakers and that there was no law
Which required a citizen to submit to
arrest when it was obvious that the
araest was contrary to law.
In concluding Recorder Goff said:
"Public officers must act within the
law. The mere fact that a man is in
uniform and wears a shield is no war-
rant for him to act in any way arbi-
trarily and against the law."
.1..... .
..1'... Church Union.
.......,
(Cairo Bulletin.)
Word comes from Canada that
three great denominations of the
Protestant church — the Methodist,
Presbyterian and Congregational-
ists—have decided to unite. They hive
agreed upon a satisfactory common
creed and will merge the executive
and business features of their relig-
ious ,works.
It ;s believed by the promoters of
the movement thlet by co-operation
and concentration of effort they can
make the means at their command go
much further in good work: that, for
instance, in a small town or district
they can substitute one strong and
flourishing church for three weak and
struggling 1CS. The material and
business at antages of the union arc
obvious to he secular mind, and
there are numerous clergymen ready
to demonstrate great spiritual gain in
the way of church extenition and en-
ergy and zeal in evangelical work re-
sulting from a better organized and
better paid 'army of workers.
There has Mini much tall( of church
union in the United Soit, -o but, ,while
there is frequent Co-opern.tkn among
Ishurches of different denominations
in various localities, there has as yet
been no complet ecoalesoence of two
Cr more large denominations. The
rstmiOn of the Methodist church
North and the nethodist Church
South was the coming together of
two divisioos of the same denomina-
tion separated by political differences
among their members.
. But this reunion is encouraging as
indicating the spirit, of the times and
the growth of fraternal feeling. Con-
solidation it the watchword of the
hour in secular affairs, and. its success
in 41(.11 affairs will powerfully influ-
ence those ,,in whose hands, rests the
government of the religious denomin-
ations to adopt it.
A prominent clergyman has recent-
ly said That while church union may
be possible in Canada, ,it is impossi-
ble in the United States, because de-
nominational feeling is so much
stronger But, hu e is
TIM( e same e erywhere an in
co ntries where intellectual and civ
conditions are so similar the, same in-
fluences are likely. 'to ,prevail in the
long run,
4—
Mrs. E. L. Whitellideie osteopath,
6091/2 Broadway; Plrnes, Old 1431,
New, 761.
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
Porteous Bros.
For Saturday, Jan. 20, we will sell I
OUR PREMIUM CHECKS ARE AS VALUABLE AS U. S.
MONEY. WE REDEEM OUR CHECKS FOR PREMIUMS OR
COFFEE. SAVE YOUR GREAT PACIFIC CHECKS AND
SAVE MONEY.
31/2 lbs. M & J. Coffee for 
$1.004 Ihs. of 30c Coffee for
3oc bottle of Extract for 20C
45C
3 sacks of Salt for toe
2 packages Spaghetta for'
3 packages of Barley, Sage, Tapioca.
Great Pacific To
Pound of Tea for 
Look
in
the
Glass
YOUNG -AND OLD
are earnestly urged to write us at once for Free Advice.
Maki us year confidant, desalbleg all your troubles, stet-
Zirre est vivo wit send yen valuable In.structIons andM Mate, sealed envelops.
Addle= Ladles' Advisory Dept, The Chattanooga
Ow., Chattanooga, tem
Your Looks
,are a very good indication cif the state of your general health. If you are
pale, thin, dark under the eyes, complexion muddy, tongue coated,'and
older than you should, you are down the side
of ill health into a ditch of Stop 'Tour in time.
Put on the brakes. Brace u7374u; ealth forces with
CARBUIWINEOF
Woman's Best Friend
C.ardui is a pure, harmless, medicinal, curative,
palatable, vegetable extract, which gently acts up-
on and heals inflamed female organs, rdievg all
pain and regulating disordered functions.
It is a safe aa reliable cure, foe all forms of fe-
male trouble, ptsrifying and enriching tainted blood,
and toning uplhe soggy nerves. It makes sick
women well. Try ft.
At every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles
“Itir HITSBANDAroas
FOUR
writes Mrs. Dora Creed*, of
Westpoint, Cm., "to treat me, tit
they did me no good. After sq
fourth child, asy womb cane down,
and I cooki hardly sit up. After
taldag ens bottle al Cantuf I bu-
g= 11)E171. I am new aired,
have of mi nolk and 'sore
vremb Oudot has made
me feel am a neer vomit."
SAVE CHECKS AS MONEY
2 packages Macaroni for 15C
2 toe packages of Oats for —Ise
2 packages Cream of Wheat  ssc
ssc Syrup, per quart 25C
2 bottles prepared Mustard .
2 packages Buckwheat Flour 15c
Corn Starch or Cocoanut for 20C
a & Coffee Co.
133 BThe only Tea 11d Coffee /1 re in Paducah
TEMPORAO
SHERIFF REEVES IV IN-
ED UNTIL MARC?! M
OF COURT.
The Decision Will Settle Whether
Marshall County Can Levy the
St Per Head Tax,'
`— 
REQUISITION
DOCUMENTS FOR CLARENCE
DEVINE ARRIVED YES-
TERDAY.
Detective Buggie Goes Back Today
With His Man—Ballinger Prob-
ably Be Given Trial.
Yesterday it was agreed that Judge Yesterday ins:ening there arrived
William Reed should grant a tempor- here from Frankfort, the requisition
ary restraining order in the injunc- papers sent to Gov. Beckham by Gov.
tion suit of John C. Carner against Dineen of Illinois, for Clarence M.
Sheriff David Reeves of Marshall Devine, the young man charged with
county, and then the litigation Let embezding $1o9 from the big Siegle,
go over until the regular March term
of court out at Benton. when the ac-
tion will be again taken up and de-
cided whether a permanent injunction ing ior the papers, and now that they
shall be issued. 'have arrived, he will this morning at
The matter is to test the legality of 9 o'clock leave with Devine for Chi-
the act of the public officials of Mlar- cago, where the young fellow will be
Cooper & Co.e firm of Chicago. De-
tective Daniel Buggie of the Windy
City has been here two days wait-
shall county who impose a special arraigned and tried for the serious
-tax of $t per head on all Male in- charge. The firm claims he collected
'habitants of age of that county, this that 'sum of money while delivering
money to 'be used in building new C. 0. D. packages, and failed to turn
county roads, and maintaining and re- it in.
pairing thdse now existing. Garner
and-fithers claim the county authori-
ties eannsit raise road funds in this
manner, but have to get that money terday at noon by Policeman Dick ails
by direct assessment and taxation of Tolbert of also special fore; for the
property. Garner and the others Illinois Central railroad. The patrol-
combined have entered suit to prevent man found thel-man loitering aroun,1 1/14
the Sheriff from levying on their through tl?" yards.
property and selling same to make
Itthe $t which they refuse to pay, In Oats Trial Probably.
passing upon this suit the judge has Nevir that Bud Ballitote-r, colorsol,
to decide the legality of the county bas been idtentifisd being Geo.
official's aots out there in making this Jenkins, the Turn, , murderer. m.
St per head assessment. If it is probabilities are Celt Ballinger will Xi
illegal the judge grants a permanent get a trial right away before Judge lits
injunction restraining the sheriff, Lightfoot of the petty larceny chargc!
while if it is not illegal, h; refuses pending against him, but which ha-
an injunction and the cotpity authori-
ties can continue collectitig:•-and then
if the $eople notioiay the sheriff
can sell their property rind molce the
amount. The lawyers for Garner
argued the ease before Judge Reed
last 
open
ndnesday while the 'matter was
loft yesterday for a speech by
Lawyer John G. Lovett. representing
Sheriff Reeves. Mr. Lovett and his
side yesterday agreed not to -make
any speeches and let judge Reed
grata a temporary injunction no*.
The case nowsgoes over to March,
when at Benton they take -up the
proposition of issuing a permanent
injunction.
If Garner wins in is suit it effects
every legal male r ident of Marshall
and relieves th from paying this
special $t .tax.
Pattison, Penn-
sylvania, is regarded ps seriously ill
because of his continued absence
from his fiffiCe. His 'family however
say he i; doing well. The governor
ha. not been- at his officev sigee his
day of inistiguration.
The Daily Register, only roe.
week.
Disorderly Conduct.
-John Eddy Faso: was arrested yes-
been held up while it was being seen grew-A. siii--r-sia.ar
if he was the Tunica darky. Ballinger rialkValaWkrolarogroValsritkiatrikt-s-
was held to the circuit court grand
We Offer $50 Reword
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
We make this offer not only to insure that we are, not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for Sm.
Credit to thote who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
Repairing Department,
We prick, ourselves in this department, which turns out oar work
promptness, BEST OF NVORKMANSHIP, and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at Short notice and sh,rt
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which about the same a?
• 4111ft 4W AIW•0114.1•Mb..
giving you New Goods for Old Goods,
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches cleaned and elittnined  75c up Watch Hands to4:
New Mainspring, best quality ssc up Watch Glasses toc up.
New Case or Hairspring 75c up Watch keys  se
New Jewel-, whole or cover soc up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one ytar. HigheNt price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK
Watch Maker,
NEW PHONE
Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
tts-R 64o BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit to those vvho need it.
.w...0-41.5affrif,*1,4S1*.fASIMPlift.c/41.4*
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jury, but as that body does not con-
vene until April. the county judge
has been trying these cases right
away, and sentencing those guilty, so
they, could be servjng time, wink
otherwise they would be waiting for
the grand jury. ,
PIECE OF STEEL
IN HIS BRAIN
Philadelphia, Jan. tos---A powerful
magnet will be used tomorrow at a
hospital here in an effort to draw a
piece of steel from the brain of John
Nail of Winston, N. C.
While Nail was at -work in a ma-
chine shop six 'months' ago a -piece of
metal p-rsettrated his skull over the
right ear. It was drawn out, but a
splinter of steel remains in the brain.
,Recently he arrived here and phy
stelae. with X-Rays found, the bit of
steel. The skull was opened and
there were hemorrhea. TRat made it
impatience to proceed. Nail will be
etherized tomorrow and the, magnet
be applied to straw out the piece of,
steel, .
It is poor economy to have
! your watch repaired by the
'... CHEAP man
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices
We fill the bill exactly.
14
. L. WOLFF tt
Jeweler 5
x 6161602-r 4514tin 46124
XMAS IS GONE, BUT
Bleich's Jewelry Store
Is still headquarters for anything
in the line.
224 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
gmorploc”.fAt 141,ntsic*sitlx
A Divorce Congress.
Washington, Jan. lg.—Nearly.
.t5o delegates representing nearby all
of the states in the Union VAR fortrt
the divorce congress to ?mei in
Wishington next month and e'otteider.
a uniform law to .remedy the divosee
evil. Every phase of domestic woe-
and wickcAtie's4 will. -be discussed by
malt and' !femalesklegstew.South
Carolina with few dtvorces refused
to participate
4
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V's
Biggest Stock „Satisfaction Guaranteed Lowest Prices
-Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
.k The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing C6.A
• P
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET. 9741Mir:11491(1r411110111111.11a
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WINDING UP
FORMER COUNTY CLERK GRA-
•*
s HAM WINDING, UP BUSI-
NESS.
• 111
•
•0
L. C. Perry Sold Saloon to J. J. Mc-
'
Aughan Who Transferred Li-
4 cense—Clerk Moves Monday.
4
f
, .0 4P 0
•••
4
Mr. Charlet IL Graham, the former
county clerk, s to be at the court-
house for several days yet to come,
winding up sill& old business, such
as collecting due fees and straighten-
ing out various affairs. It will take
him a weeio or two so get things
closed up. Thep; rooters he is wind-
ing up consist stiltly of his private
part of the diuttIgallt.
Saloon License.
L. C. Perry, of 701 facto:ion street,
has sold his saloon at that number to
J. J. MJcAughan, who now transfers
the license to Twelfth and Jones
streets.
Qualifications.
John W. Egester qualified as a no-
tary public before the county clerk on
filing th.! commission he had received
from the governor.
H. J. Baldry qualified as a deputy
county clerk for acconwreadation of
those people residing in his section of
the county.
Only One Deed.
Property lying on Wagoner avenue
has been sold by E. S. Harris to John
Enders for $125, and the deed filed for
record yesterday with the county
clerk. This was the only deed filed
with the offie.
Cannot Move Yet.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley yes-
terday bieteght he could move back
into his old quarters that are being
rernodekd, but the carpenters,
painters, etc., did not finish their
work. He will not move now until
Monday, as by that tier* everything
will he finished for sure.
CARNATIONS.
See Brunson's display window of
carnations at 50 cents per dozen to-
nay.
CASE GOES OVER
SEDUCTION CHARGE CONTIN-
UED UNTIL MONDAY BY
JUSTICE.
Henry Sparks Plead Guilty and Was
Fined $1—Justice Emery De-
ferred Opinion.
• Yesterday Ju-tice Charles Emery
continued over until 2 o'clock Mon-
a day afternoon the case charging John
Agnew with seducing Hattie Park.
The patties were not ready for trial
today and secured the consent of the
magistrate for a postponenvent. Ag-
new is an Illinois Central fireman'.
Confessed and Paid Up.
Henry Sparks cattle into the court
of Justice Emery yesterday and con-
fessed to having used profane lan-
guage upon the public road, and was
• fined $1 and costs. He became a lit-
tle boisterous and foul mouthed scv,-
eral miles down on the Caieo road
several days ago, using the bad lan-
guage in the presence of passer-by.
NO MEETING
OF MOROCCAN CONFERENCE
YESTERDAY IT BEING
MORS SUNDAY.
Religious Subjects Excluded Cutting
Out Desire of Vatican—Jewish
Question to Come Up.
'Algeciras, Spain, Jan. ig.—This
being the Mohammedan Sunday,
there will be no session of the in-
ternational conference on Moroccan
reforms through deference for the
Moroccan delegates. A Moorish villa
served temporarily as a mosque,
where the Moors redoubled their re-
ligions fervor in praying for the pres-
ervation of their country.
In the meantime the exchanges of
views between the delegates of the
powers have brought an agreement
not to consider questions outside of
the prearranged Franco-German pro-
gramme.
Leaves Out Vatican.
One result of this is to exclude the
religious subjects which the Vatican
is said to desire to introduce
through' Austria. However, one of
the Ambassadors says that theJewish
question can cocnie up, not as a reli-
gious. issue, but as an incident to the
protection of the subjects of, the Sul-
tan Mohammed El Torres, head of
the liforoccan mission, has informed
the delegates that the Sultan is pre-
pared Sus abolish the harsh laws re-
quiring Jews to prostrate themselves
before the mosques and other humili-
ating practices.
Doubt Wisdom.
The delegattes doubt the wisdom of
their abolition, as Mohammed El
Torres and the foreign ministers re-
siding in Morocco say that the non-
performance of this traditional obeis-
ance by the jews would excite an anti-
Jewish outbreak.
It is expected that the American
delegates will strongly favor an
amelioration of the conditions of the
Jews.
Deferred Opinion.
Yesterday Justice Emery deferred
his opinion in the suit of J. If. High'
tewer against Constable A. C. Shel-
ton. He had announced hie, would de-
cide the matter yesterday, but as the
laiso?te for the plaintiff have some
high cqurt opinions they want to cite
to the coutt, Iltfaskistrate Emery put
the action off until this is done.
George Ford, who some time sinee
killed hilisfife and three children with
a hatchet, near Vevey, Ind.., ended
his own life Thursday at the Central
asylum for the insane at 'Indianapo-
lis by hanging himself to t•he hinge
of 2 door.
w. S: Ikard„ of Henrietta, Tex.,
files, petition gin baekruptcy, giving
liabibtite as $745,000, allt1 assets $2,-
205.
The heaving of the special 'pleas in
the beef truet caste was eteiumerrin
the federst enerrt Ohicaqo, Thursday.
. CARNATIONS.
See 11- inson'e display eindow of
carnations at so cents per &seen to-
day.
CLAIM IMMUNITY
FROM PROSECUTION
Beef Trust Magnates Say They Were
Made Promises by Garfield.
TIMBER DEAL -
4.,
STEXERS CIsAIMS M'CLURES
OWE HIV SOMETHING
OVER $5,000.
Mayma Eboirui Claims Her Husband
Has Mistreated and Wrongfully
Accused Her.
Lawyers Taylor & Lucas yesterelay
in the circuit court filed a •uit for H.
L. Steyers against W. A. and Ed-
ward McClure for $5,364.50, claimed
due the plaintiff on account of timber
business transactions existing between
the parties.
Styers Owned many acres of val-
uable timber land and entered into an
agreement wasereby he contracted
with the McClures with the under-
standing that The fatter should tal:e
their mill plant and cut timber from
the land and sell the output. Forty
per cent, of the proceeds was then, to
go to Steyers, While McClure was to •  
DON'T) LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY
TOITRYOUR
11
.00 SHOES
ALL STYLES ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR. WM R.ANTED
We Do Repairing:
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 309 3roadway.
-the bafance of it. Now Steyers I iimm..........mon
., 
claims that the McClures owe him
the sum mentioned as a result of this 'i Henr y's 4.-tsepticbusiness arrangement between the
a
parties.
Chicago. Jan. 19.---:The trial of the
special' pleas of J. Ogden Armour and
the other packers and attorneys now
under indictment for conspiracy to
restrain trade and commerce were
opened late yeeeerday before Judge
Humphrey in the Unite 7 States dis-
tri court.
Among the defendants in court at
the opening of the case ,were J. Og-
den Armour, Chas. L. Armour, T. J.
Connors, Ira N. Morris, Edward
Morris, Charles P. Swift, Edward
Cudahy and A. H. Veeder.
The issue in 'the present case is
the contention of the packers that the
government should not prosecute
them under the indictments found be-
cause they are entitled to immunity
under a section. of the law which
grants freedom from prosecution t
any person who is compelled to - pro-
duce incriminating evidence against
himself. It is claimed. by the packers
that they were compelled by Commis-
sioner of Corporations GI:Acid' to
give such evidence, and that they
were, moreover, promised immunity
by him. The Jesuit of the hearing
will determine whether or not the
government has the right to proceed
to trial under the indictments re-
turned against the packers.
Attorney John S. Miller for. the
packets, made the opening statement.
He took up the Garfield report, ex-
plaining it, and detailed at length the
issues of fact which are involved in
the case. Mr. Miller then launched
into a long discussion of the ley,
governing interstate commerce. At
the close of the (Kay he had not com-
pleted his argiuniene.
Poultney Bigelow refugee to tell the
senate committee the names of en-
gineers who refused to work on Isth-
mus of Panama because of conditions
tihrire. He is threatened with punish-
ment for contentpt.
New York buyers are saiel...to have
acquired for a consideration oaf about
half a. million dollars coal and timber
lends in Martin county, Ky., on Big
Sandy river:
The pally Register, only roc. a
week.
Divorce Wanted.
Mayma Elkins 'has lodged a petition
with the circuit court signifying that
martial thongs binding her to Marion
Elkins are of a grating nature and
mshe wants the loosened. In bet pe-
tition she states they were married
here June 19th, 1903, and lived to-
gether, until June 30th, 1934, when he
abandoned her. She claims 'he got
drunk, mistreated her, wrongfully ac-
ewes) her and committed other trans-
greesions. Besides the divorce she
asks the court to restore her to ber
maiden name of Mayma Holland.
NEW PRESIDENT
FRENCH REPUBLIC
Sou of Magistrate's Clerk arid iGetiek
son of a Blacksmith. '
Paris, Jan. 19.—M. Clementl
Armand Fallieres, who becomes presi-
dent of France on February 18, is i
the son of a Magistrate's clerk and is
the grandson of a blacksmith.
M. FaMieree was born November
6, 1842, at Mezin, department .of Lot-1
et
-Garonne. He studied law and. was'
called to the bar at Morac, of whichl
town he became mayor, retaining that
office until 187e.
In the following year he was
elected to the chamber of deputies as
a republican and affiliated himself
with the republican left group in the
chamber, He distinguished , himself
as an orator and was re-elected in
2877 and in 1878.
In tello M. Fallieres was named as
.under secretary to the minister of the
interior. He was again re-elected to
the assembly in 188t. He retired
from the ministry at' the time of the
fall of the Jules Ferry Cabinet, but re-
turned to power the following year
and was made president of the coun-
cil and. ad interim minister of foreign
affairs. Subsequently M. Fal•lieres
was successivCly minister of public
instruction, minister of the interior
and minister of justice. He was
• elected senator in 189o, a position
which he has held since that time.
and was elected to the pr'esidency of
the senate in 1899. He was re-elected
in tom and was again re-elected
January it. of the present year.
M. Fallieres is noted for his devo-
tion to a-simple country life. When-
ever opportunity offers he returns to paducah
his birth place. Mezin. the home of
his ancestors through h m wlctindreds of stea Dye ulsy• at S.
Cream for /,
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
es tee skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy
J. I. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a, seasonable prep-
aration especially allatded for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc
• -
Very Palatable
soe and $1„ Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Ste. phone 231& Clay Sta., phone 311.
In his youth the president-olect ap-
parently gave no indication of capac-
ity for a, brilliant future. After con-
chiding his term as a law student M.
Falleriea returned home and for some
time seemed to justif the prediction
of his father that he would hot be
successful in hi,s career. However, he
plunged suddenly into work, became
a dote student, -Soon obtained official
appoiNtrnerlt, entered politics and
made that rabid progress which has
just resulted. in his election as head
Of the French republic.
The firm of McReynolds & Co.,
which controls one of the lareest ele-
vators in St. Louis and two in Clii-
en, operations Thursday
and will go intd
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Wilt preadeo 211 courts of Law
it% .‘.
If you went y..ur ciothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line ci samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
r. Childress
EYE, EAR. NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phone roer—Red.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagomaesino.
C.:kre.hc for the Daily Register.
• •• 
• 111.1=113111
Books 
Usually0 
t50dat
 $1.5a.c 
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMMT," HISTORY OF
THE PLAY, ETC AT soc
ALL THE NPWEST A'ND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
PRICE. 
•
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS" FOR
SHEET MUSIC. WE HAVE EVERYTH'ING THAT IS NEW.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
- 11111 
- II  .-tenettr.-13: •t==.Utettet
4444.4-- 
-4•••••••mimmill!.
DON alLBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a /arse display
of the
Victor Talking Machines-
prices ranging from $15 tn $100.
The Victor for $22.00
ILI A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PF TCES AP7.:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW.FROM THE
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN A N EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE. iseCeele;- •
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBT ES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU AUL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX 'THEM. ALL INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACItINES GRATIS. •
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM.ME YOU DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OP NEEDLE:
--
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTTIER MAKES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITS
• ION MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPEN
FROM I P. M TO 9 p. M. 
.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, KY
s_ 
10M111=10, 
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office4306 Broadway Phones:Officr 55•4:4--•%
a_
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Builti;i.g
ce Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
444..1•11144
e
EGYPTIA 'CURE
—FZZ *FOOTBALL CRAZE
QUICK SHAVE. Six-Mile Walk Every Day WillServe es an Antidote far
the Game.
'Give me a quick ebave," said a man
who had wandered into a strange-
looking barber shop in lower Washing.
;ton.
"Tea, sair," replied the Egyptian
barber, who was stout and swarthy.
He began to unbutton the cestomer's
move ere, _
"Hold on! I asked tore' shave," ex-
chrilined tO customer.
"I enrol You, Air," said the barber,
and calmly- proceeded to hang up the
wearing apparel.
Then he removed collar and tie, un-
buttoned the customer's shirt and
tucked it down.
"What are you goineto do?" de-
mand the customer, now, a little
frighteatis "Is this the way to. give
a qu:ck shaver:
"I make you feel plenty of good)"
said. the barb, i• reassuringly.
Then he began to strop a razor like
a jackknife with a large inlaid ebony
handle containing a fan and a stiletto.
"He's going to cut my throat,"
thought She customer. "I'd better keep
Quiet and perhaps I can escape. This
is a quick shave with a vengeance. I'll
lose my train, anyway."
It was one alleviation that the bar-
ber was not loquacious. He went about
his work seriously and methodicstily.
He poured some drops of an aromat-
ic tincture into a basin and carefully
washed the patient's chest. The next
thing was to investigate certain moles
and in one or two cases to pull out
hairs with a pair of tweezers and ap-
ply a dab of ointmerit.
Then taking a gilt shaving cup in-
scribed with shorthand symbeia of
Arable he lathered the chest. shoul-
ders and lower back of the neck of th
e
customer and proceeled to shave with
the jackknife, which was fairly sharp.
"By the way, is the; an operation for
appendicitis?" asked the customer with
mild sarcasme_eerstrimps,you think I'm
an aeior going to NVOIT a low necked
toga. 1r the forum scene."
"I shave good Egyptian style," re-
plied the other serenely, and fetching
a silver basin with a semi-circular
opening to fit the neck be placed it un-
der the patient's chin and hooked up
a chain around the back.
The effect in the mirror was of a de-
vice to feed infants. Its object, how-
ever, seemed to be to catch the super-
abundant thin lather that flowed in
streams from the upper lid and down
the sides of the face.
"Go ahead," spluttered the hapless
customer, noticing a clock in the mir-
ror. "You've only, been at this quick
shave for 35 minutes. Do you generally
make appointments by letter?"
The face was shaved twice in the
apace of 15 minutes, and the man in
the chair had hopes of escaping. Het
reckoned without knowledge, for thei
infants' biotin continued to be yoked up
and the artist opened a box of surgical
tools.
One of these, a mirror and probe
combined, searched the secret places of
the ear and cleaned it out. Another in-
strumeut shaved the Inside of the ear,
Which was then scented and anointed.
The same tool did a delicate job on the
eyebrows, removing two hairs in the
center.
"A dental surgeon, too," murmured
the almost resigned patient, as the
barber pried his mouth open, scraped
the back of his teeth with a small steel
hoe and inserting a roll of slippery elm
bark used it as a toothbrush.
The rights of privacy seemed much
exceeded when the patient's tongue
was seized by silver nippers and
scraecd by another instrument.
"I fix your finger hall in your foot?"
asked the artist at this juncture.
• "No, no; you've done enough to me,'
exclaimed the customer. "Let the rest
of my body alone. I suppose if I'd
asked for a hair cut, instead of a quick
shave, you would have amputated my
leg and trepanned my skull."
"Egyptian barber; do everyt'ing,"
was the calm reply. "I graduate
school in Cairo."
The concluding operations were as
orange flower scented face wash.
anointings of various sorts, combins
of the eyebrows, a dry shampoo of Mr
hair, with perfuming, anointing and
combing, and a squirt of some fragrant
liquii into mouth .. end nostrils. Al
this brought threfotal time for a quid
shave up to one hour and eight min
utes.
"What is the damage?" said the cue
tomer as he was reciothing himself:
He felt himself In fact much fresh-
ened and exhilarated after so man)
and varied attentions.
"Twenty-five cents," replied till
swarthy artist, naming a higher price
- 
than be charged to compatriots.
"Say, that's dirt cheap," exclaimed
the American, adding a ten-cent grata.
RI. But you ought not to advertise
It as a quick shave, old man."
"The quick Etryttan shave," said the
barbor.—Washington Post.
Servant's Long Service.
The following announcement ap-
pears in the Geneva papers: -Y. and
fame. Edouard Monou regretfelly an-
nounce the death ef their faithful serv-
ant, Mlle. Gabrielle Thornasset, who
has been in the service of our family
for the het 76 years in succession."
The aged servant was 89 years old
at the time of her death.
Alexander Peck, a well-to-do farm-
er, three mil::: south of this city, be-
(levee he has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr..Peck, reports the
Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
in this city, end has for two years.
When the to tball mania first in-
vaded this sec;.loii he was much sought
After to join the Alexandria team, as
he was of athletic build and possessed
of heroic cote age. The boy confided
his ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why Lo desired to join an or-
ganization that meant weekly injury
and possible frequent dilegurement
"I need the e eercise," was the re-
Wader; ,"I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy my meals."
Peck, pore, vas equal to the emer-
gency. "Hereat,er, my son," said he,
"instead at riding to school in the
morning on the traction line, and home
In the evening. --on can walk. If that
does not furnh sufficient exercise,
I can find so'- •rig else for you to
do in the mornings and evenings."
For almost two years, winter as well
as summer, except on rainy days, the
boy has trudged uncomplainingly to
Alexandria, three miles away, and
borne in the same way. The exercise
has been beneficial, but financially it
has been a losing game for his father
for the boy's appetite 'has grown to
be something phenomenal, as has his
grov•th in weight and strength, of itself
of far more value than money. Noth-
ing is ever said by the son of "lack of
exercise," and if he continues to hank-
er tiller membership in the football
teera, he is wise enough to keep it to
I.'aiself, fearing a nightly introduction
te a good-sized woodpile at home.
Church Saved from Sands,
The ancient church of St, Pinta
(Cornwall), which was recently dis-
covered in the sands at Perran, is
about to be restored. The church
stands near an ancient town of Corn-
wall, long since lost in the sands, and
Is considered to be by far the oldest
fa the cOunta• -* • J
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surpass
Any Others in the
World.
"Canada will yet furnish to the world
its iron supply. It will be jest the same
with iron as with wheat. A decade from
now Canada will outstrip all other coun-
tries in wheat growing. The production
of iron at a cheaper rate than it can be
made elsewhere will cause Canada to
take a similar position as far as iron is
concerned. In ten years Canada will
have become a -eat metallurgical coun-
try. You will see an iron industry in
this dominion larger than in any other
country in the world." Thus,saith Dr.
P. L. T. Hernelt, the French metallurg-
ical expert, inventor of the electric
smelting process named in his honor,
Pig iron, he says, is the basis for struc-
tural and other steel. "At present Can-
ada spends $50.000,000 to $60000000 in
buying steel abroad. The idea ought to
be to make that steel in this country out
of Canadian material by the aid of
Canadian water power and Canadian la-
bor. Think of what it means! The re-
tention in Canada of $60,000,000 now
yearly spent abroad, the supplying of
the new demand for steel rails, struc-
tural steel, and other classes of the prod-
uct which have arisen in consequence
of the country's development, the profit-
able sale of your surplus products in for-
eign markets, and the creation in this
country of numerous other industries
more or less dependent on iron and steel.
In Sweden the quantity of ore is suffi-
cient to supply the markets of the world
for 100 years. I should say Canada has
three times as much."
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
Colorado Ranchers Come Upon a
Find That Is Rare and
Valuable.
The spectacle of 30 elk inside an in-
closure is something rarely seen in
this country, but nevertheless such a
Sight has been witnessed by several of
our ranchers recently, and within a
few miles of Pinedale, says the Denver
Republican.
Mrs. M. J. Westfall has a school sec.
Lion near the head of Willow creek,
which is entirely fenced, making an
inclosure a mile square. This is well
up in the' mountains, and recently the
gate was left open, which is near the
trail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. "Uncle" George Smith and a
party of xiders, who were out rounding
up their beef cattle, found it necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rode
right into the herd, which immediately
fled and followed the line of the fence,
making no attempt to go through.
The riders were without weapons
and contented themselves with watch-
ing the bunch for some time, a,nd then
proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
elk will go through barbed wire fence
and scatter it for great distances, but
this bunch did not Great damage is
often done to the fences of ranchers
by these animals.
1.4
Johannesburg Court Finding.
Dismissed because he had married. s
Johannesburg bank clerk obtained
threamonths' salary and $166 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
the court remarking that any agree-
ment in restraint of marriage was
void, immoral and contrary to public)
policy,
His Happiest Hour.
He—Do you remember the Right I
asked you to marry me?
She---Yee, dear.
"Fdr a whole hour we sat there, and
not a word did you speak. Ab! that
was; the happiest hour of my Mel"—
Echo de .Parts.
Kis Point of View.
Nurse—See, Charlie, the stork has
brought yoU a nice little brother!
Charlie—Yes, that's the way! Just
as I'm getting on in the world com-
petition begins.—Fliegeade Blattan
 LTAISTMNfroto noRy. •COMMUTER TESTS
+low ONE LIFE ENDED- IN MRS. COAIMUTER.
MYSTERY.
---
--
BY I. K. FBIEDMIA.N.
They warned him when he entered
the hospital that the operation was
eearous, that there was but little
sie of its suctiess and that it must
--,„,e-done, so to say, at his own risk
But he heard the surgeons' verdict
without flinching, even Without any
change of expression. Then he said
curtly and decidedly, although indie
ferently, like a man to whoin life is a
matter of no consequence: "Very well
go ahead."
During the week he rested in the pri
rate ward of the hospital before the
operation the doctors, arrd more par-
ticularly the nurses, found in him the
element of the mysterious that begins
by piquing our curiosityand ends by
fascinating it. He was in the prime cd
life, evidently cultured, refined and
well-to-do; a Jew of the finest type,
oval featured, dark and strikingly
handsome—so much was apparent on
the surface of things. But all subtle
attempts to pierce beneath that sur-
face and learn more about him he
thwarted with an inscrutable smile or
turned aside with a bored look, as ii
his affairs were of no importance to
him and, therefore, could be of no
earthly interest to anybody else.
To Miss Marcy, the pretty Canadian
nurse who cared for him, he seemed
the most remote, the most detached
person she had ever met in all her va-
ried professional experience. The more
she saw of him the more she wondered
why it was that life made no appeal to
him and had no charms for him. Be-
fore long her wonder left her and a
vague, inexplicable pity for him usurp-
ed its place.
He had no visitors and furthermore
he seemed to care about none, for he
rejected in his polite but peremptory
way all Miss Marcy's efforts to enter-
tain him. He read nothing, not even
the newspapers, and lay perfectly still,
bis big black eyes fastened on the bare
wall, the expression on his face fixed,
immovable and unvarying, no if his
mind were always considering the
same thoughts and were held in bond-
age by them like a prisoner in the four
walls of his cell.
The day after the operation, which
proved unsuccessful, as the surgeons
feared, his vitality ebbed low. When
the night came the interne beckoned
Miss Marcy into the hall and said to
her: "It is doubtful whether or not
your patient can live until morning. I
think you ought to tell him so." .
She reentered the room softly, wait-
ed a moment or two and then, making
sure that she had herself firmly in
hand, started to break the mournful
news to him as gently and indirectly
as ahe could, but before she had fairly
begun he cut her short with a wave of
his hand and said: "I know."
"There may be somebody whom You
wish to have here," she suggested,
overawed.
His face, pale now as death itself,
looked reflective and he gave no an-
ewer. Miss Marcy, thinking he had
forgotten it, repeated her remark.
"No," he answered firmly.
"Do you wish to dictate a letter to
anybody?" she asked.
He hesitated a second, evidently pon-
dering, and then answered as before:
"No."
She waited awhile, busying herself
in making him as 'comfortable as she
could under the forlorn circumsduicelts,
and then she inquired meekly, as if
afraid of a refusal in advance: "Is
,there anything you want done."
"I would appreciate it," he said
eagerly in a flash of returned vitality: I
"If you would brace me up against
the pillows and let me smoke."
She attended to his request, placing'
his box of black, thick cigars en thel
table beside him. He lit one and .
puffed away as coolly as if he had un-
til all eternity to finish it, his big '
black eyes fastened piercingly on the
nurse. In the semi-darkness of the
room his cigar and his flashing black
eye* made three vivid lights—two of
them unnaturally bright
Now and then he laid aside his cigar
and moved his lips as if about to speak.
The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,
knowing if he spoke he would reveal
the mystery that enwrapped him and
disclose the secret that she dreaded
but none the less longed to bear. But
he frowned, wrinkling his high fore-
read, and fell to smoking again.
Miss Marcy suddenly became aware
that an awfut battle was going on in
the dying man's heart, that some great,
overwhelming desire commanded him
to speak and that a pride equally mas-
terful ordered him to keep his lip*
sealed. This battle and the dread dr-
cumetancee amid which it was being
fonght awed her, touched her with a
sense of the terrible, almost of the
supernatural.
He threw await one half-smoked
cigae to light another and another, lift-
ing them away from his lips as if to
begin his ominous confession, but the
struggle still continued, with the ad-
vantage in favor of pride, and he ut-
tered not a word, not a syllable.
The night crept on and on as if it
comprised all time, as if it were pur-
posely delaying its end for this man
to speak. The silence became unen-
durable, oppressive, terrifying, as if it
might break any moment, Without
warning, into a peal that would shake
the foundation of the hospital.
His eyes burned brighter and bright-
er, consuming the fires of his life as
they burned; then suddenly, at the
approach of the dawn, they closed for-
ever, his last cigar dropped from his
mouth, an inscrutable simile flitted
aerate his face as if to proclaim pride's
victory, and he passed away, taking his
secret with him, leaving his mystery
1001v414.—Ch1cago Daily News,
"A queer thing happened on the
train this morning," said the commut-
er to his wife. "I am going to put the
situation to you and see what you
think of it.
"At Caldwell two men began to ar-
gue on the general cussedness of hu-
man nature. One was a pessimist, the
other an optimist. The optimist die
most of the talking.
""The average man,' said he, 'is hone
est. I will prove it to you. right now.
There are at least 50 men in this cat
end not one of them I venture to say
will claim anything that does not be-
long to him.'
"The cynic admitted that they were,'
Indeed, a pretty decent lot. 'But I'd
advise you to go slow,' he said. How
do you propose to test them?'
" 'This way,' said the optimist, '1
have in my pocket a scarfpin that I
ha" savor worn. I only bought it
yesterday and am taking it to town
to-day to give it to my wife's nephew
as a birthday present. Now, I am will-
ing to give the impression that I found
It in this car. If anybody has nerve
enough to claim it as his he may have
it.'
"The cynic agreed to those condi-
tions and the porter was called.
" 'Will you ascertain,' said the op-
timist, 'if anybody in this car has lust
anything recently?'
"The porter walked up and down the
aisle and bawled out at the top of his
voice: 'Last property found—lost
property found. Who does it belong
to? This gentleman has it.'
"Everybody looked through their
pockets and several persons claimed to
be poorer than when they left home.
Three had lost money, one a watch
charm, somebody else a bunch of keys
and another a signet ring. Presently
a man sitting near the middle of the
car jumped up and said:
" 'By George! I have loot a scarfpin!'
" 'What kind of a pin was it?' asked
the optimist.
" 'It was an opal set in a gold band
of Egyptian workmanship,' was the
reply.
"The optimist nearly dropped. 'Is
this it?' asked the optimist.
" 'It is,' said the man, and he took
the pin.
"The optimist was disheartened. He
had lost a valuable pin and his faith
In the honesty of mankind at the same
time, and the double blow was enough
to floor him. The cynic, although se-
cretly delighted, was puzzled.
" 'Of course,' said he, 'you can't
squeal. You've agreed to let the fel-
low keep the pin, and You're bound in
honor to do, .but. I'd demand an en-
planation if I were you. The dream
stances are really remarkable, and that
much is due you.'
"The optimist thought so, too, so be
went back and sat down beside the
man who had filched his pin.
" 'Sir,' said the optimist, 'there is no
need for me to tell you that you to-e
an infernal rascal. You know that as
well as I do. You are aware that that
pin does not belong to you. What
would like to know IA how you were
able to describe it so accurately.'
"Then the optimist proceeded to re-
late his previous conversation with the
cynic. The young man listened with
keen appreciation. He did not get
mad.
'"Sir,' he said, when it came his
time to talk, 'perhaps I am not such a
villain as you hink. I could describe
his pin because it belonged to me. I
lost it five years ago. I have been look-
ing for it ever since. I knew that I
should find it some time. In all these
years, whenever I heard of a man Stu:l-
ing anything, I have butted in with a
description of that pin, hopiactiat he
might have it. I have been pirticular-
ly anxious to get it in the last two
years. I am married now and I want
to get the opal set in a ring for 'my
wife. I thank you for returning it to
"The optimist listened, but he was
not convinced. 'I understand the sit-
uation,' he said, 'but I still think you
are a rascal. In my opinion you have
no right to that pin. Fl bought it yes-
terday In good faith, and I consider
that it belongs to me.'
"Finally they submitted the question
to the rest of the men in car. °pluton
was diveded. Some thought the palms
man entitled to the pin, others that
Diogenes had the best claim to it."
"I am surprised," put in the com-
muter's wife, "that there should be any
disagreement Of course it belonged to
Diogenes. The ethics of the case are
as plain as a pikestaff to anybody ex-
cept that young man."
"Thanks," said the commuter. "Thai
was the point I wanted your opinion
on."
There was a brief silence. Presently
the commuter's wife looked at her hue-
band's flushed face, at his wilted collar
and the tie beneath.
"Why, where did you get that pin?"
she asked. "I never saw it before. An
opal set In a gold band—well, upon
my word! You don't mean to sag—"
"Yes." said the commuter. "I 'do.
I wanted the oral for you, but since
you think I have no right to it—"
"Oh," said the commuter's wife,
"that's different"—N. Y. Press.
The Old Quartton.
"Don't you Bad it a little embarrass-
ing to be engaged to a widower?"
"Well, yes," admitted the young girl
frankly, "I do. Every once in awhile
find myself starting to ask him If I
am really the first girl he ever loved."
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
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Ferment:ad Liquor.
The four states which produced the
largest quantity of fermented liquor in
1904 were New York, 10,69146R bar-
relit; Pennitylvania, 6,128,986 barrels;
Illinois, 4,622,446 barrels', and Wiseetn
sin, 4,039,293 barrels.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attortr#-at-Law.
Roma 13 and m4 Columbia Bailding,
Old Phone ro$. 
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No, 5, Coltuttbia Building.
FINE TR.AINS
TO
Florida
via
therfl Railway
and
ueen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leavine Ipuis-
'itle at 8 a, in. daily coftnects ,sit
Danville, Ky., with solid train of •
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:so a,
in. and St.. Augustine to a. in. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all weals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 745 p. in.,carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
- to—St: - Augustine, - without --
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
. and St. Augustine at fo p. m..
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
compos'i'te car, observation car, etc..
Dining car serves all meals en route.,
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
an skeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
. in. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
It 9:35 a. in. with through sleeper
o Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
acksarwille at 9 a. in.
Winter Tourist Tickets
cod returning until May eist; eee
ow on sale at low rates,
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land at
he Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
er Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W.. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Cr. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, '0.
4 •
ANNOUNCEMENTS 1
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Uning Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
37, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican golf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steemship sailing% from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call far descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
tc. New Orleans arid the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 400 p. in. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta. 
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb..
23rd, for Mexico and California) the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in sped-al private vesti-
bule trains of' finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or-
beans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnati and Lottiovills
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ely Wednesday from Chicago.
Tull Particulars concerning lit of
the above an be had of agitate of
the Illinois Central and concreting
lisse.s or by addressing either of the
undersigned,
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati.,
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis-
rifle.
John A. Scott, 'A. G. P. A., Mein
phis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. NC,
Chicago.
S. G. HATCH, G: P. A..
Chicago.. ,•
k
1-
IP
C.,
 '••••••,"
GINSENG IN MAINE.
DISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
A SMALL tORTUNE.
-r -------
'etude et et of a Univereity Law School
she_ La Bangor, hlaine, Finds a
Iderateriesiseitiour ce sit
Riches.
If a rich vein of geed-bearing quarts
had been eliecovered on the bide of
Whitney's mountain the rush of for.
e tune seekers would not have been
greater than it has been to Sarsaparilla
gully during the last few weeks, ow-
e ing to the finding of ginseng in great
quaptities in the gravelly soil on the
gully banks, says a recent Newburg
(Me.) report.
The pioneer in the business is John
M. Thurlough, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, in Ban-
ger. Laet year it was noticed that
he joined in none of the Saturday
* games played by the students.ie
The reason Thurlough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his home in
Fairfield and past; the Sabbath with
his parents, though it was noticed that
•
s he never left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays. Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books and tilling
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when. he bought a $600
piano and had it installed in his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
sudden access to riches, and moat of
•
the ireuntry bad something to talk
about fur a year to come. The eapia-
nation made by young Thurlough was
very simple.
He nal an aunt living in Newburg,
and one day when he was calling on
her the family went to Sarsaparilla gut-
ley to dig roots for the usual spring
bittera. The fame of the roots ot
Sarsaparilla gulley had gone through
the coentY years before.
By sprouting whole corn and then
drying it. and grinding the grain and
mixing it with sarsapatilla root and
spruce brush and eheckerberry leaves
and etigar, and then adding yeast and
letting the compousel ferment, the resi-
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health.
As young Thurlough helped to dig
the health-giving roots he !indeed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla, and with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plant. belonged. he took samples to
Prof' Munson at Orono, who at once
decided they were gin..eng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were easy.
Having a good working knowledge
of the law, young Thuriough bonded
the land lying on either aide of the
irully.and Spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root
for which there wag a meek sale at
$2.50 a pound. , By remaining silent
concerning his source of revenue. the
law student cleared up about :10.001
• last 'ear, and sold • his provislotee
lease to a Boston company for MA(
in cash.
It is eueaerted that the company has due
and sold ginseng roots valued at WI,
000 'the past season. and now that
affair is no longer a secret, hundredt
of eager people are hunting DIxmon•
and Newburg hills in the hope ol
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have been dug over, but with unsatis
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
4upplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens fcr the Public
Aquarium.
--
4 Visitors to Bronx park walking
along the east side of the Flronx rivet
not far from the subway entinace have
been intuested in a circular net taw
• was placed in the atrrarn a few day!
ago. It was put there, reports the
• New York Sun. for the double pur
pose of supplying filth (limiters to the
births of the zoo and specimens fen
the equantan at the Battery.
A row of stakes near the bank lea&
out to the not, which is fennel shaped
with the' large end Inshore. The fedi
coming to the bank to feed enter the
moutn and nateratly swim hack Into
deep water, but they find the net nar-
rowing. and when they slide through
the s eel hole in the end of the fun-
nel they are trapped within a larger
net of the . same style. The net is
about 15 feet long and four feet wide
at the month.
Carp and suckers weighing from a
quarter of a pound to three pounds
have been taken in this way for the
benefit of the zoo eagles, cranes and
vultures. The keepers say that the
birds appreciate this fresh fish.
All the pickerel and bass captured
are bent to the aquarium to be ex-
- Whited, or in emergency to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels and mud
turtles wander into the net.
It Was All Over.
"No more will I bear his footsteps
/ on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will never
burn low for him again."
"You don't mean it7"
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
sit on this sofa three tights a week
and call me pet names as he has been
doing for the past two years."
"I am astonished."
"Anti to-night I sal going to hem all
the old lave letters in my trunk!'
"B—but- why are you gOing to din-
Zan! hie'?"
ye eriese
ere hetet '" teeee
Jeleehtslet •
it e •
CHINA GETS NO RAILROADS 111S '.1.14.11. The itecorii.yense.
Not Benefited in That Respect
the Japan-Russia
War.
After the war is over Chipia 'finds
herself in -status quo ai far as rail-
roads go. The war is credited with
little influence in producing the prac-
tical dew:1104_ in railway construction
now obtaining itè celettlal empire.
An adequate railroad system would be
a wonder worker, so great are its Pos-
sibilities,. but while the Chinese ap-
preciate the need of some railroading
to supplement the work of their can-
als and coolies, they have no realiza-
tion of the development of a country
by railroads,, The amount of goods
transported by coolies and in northern
China by carts is almost beyend be-
lief. In the interiQr of the greater r-
tion of the country coolies and cAnals
carry all the freight. What this means
can be understood fairly when it is
known that there is practically no
railroad service at all in the more
populous and richest parts of an em-
pire of 400,000,000 people or mere.
Most of the roads are Scarcely worthy
the name. In the northern provinces
the traffic in carts of a rough sort
dominates the entire movement of
goods to the seaboard. When water-
ways are frozen a great part of the
year this is of necessity the case. It
is in such region that the first hold
of the railroads has come. When the
empire is served at all it is served by
waterways. Along the Chinese coast
there is a series of navigable rivers
coming down from the interior, a
series which has few equals the world
over. From the Yalu and Pei-Ho at
the north to West river, passing
through Canton in the south, these
rivers seem to be formed to reach in-
land from ethe colon connecting no,
only the coast cities with the interior
cities, but the interior cities with each
other by way- of the coast as well.
About midway between the north and
south the great Yangtae reaches far
Into the interior, navigable almost to
the western border of the empire, and
by its tributaries offering still further
connections with interim points.
These streams are supplemented by
canals, large and small, until the whole
Yangtze and Yellow river plains are a
vast network of waterways designed
originally largely for irrigation and
now Used also for transportation.
IN THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
Beauty and Fragrance of InInits Va-
riety in the Myriad
Forms.
The wonderful variety- in the shape
of leaves is among the ehlet sources
of beauty in the world of plants, ea”
the London Spectator. They vary
from the "simple" egg-shaped leaf of
the laurel or the India rubber plant
to the intricate and exquisite "cut-
ting" seen in those of the maiden-hair
fern, the yellow briar-rose, the scan
thus, or the fig. The "cutting" in toe
different species of parsley is among
the most elaborate of all; but it would
be ultlicult indeed to attempt to say
which is the most beautiful in form
The wild geraniums are as elaborated
as the parsleys. In some foreign
plants the leaf has the brilliant hue
commonly enjoyed only by flowers. the
poineettlas showing this in perfection
with their pure verrotlion leaves at the
top of the stem. in what are known
to gardeners as "foliage plants," main-
ly from the tropical and subtropical
regions, a scheme of color is gleen as a
rale, by the contrast in tint of the
ribs and veins of the leaves with the
tissues filling in the network so formed.
Milky white, bright yellow, crimson.
or rel usually marks the framework of
the leaf, while the "filling" is dark
green In other plants thin scheme of
ornament is reversed.
Scents and perfumes, not less deli-
cious than those distilled from flow.
erg and blossoms, are often ge.en out
by leaves. There are those who pro-
fess to detect a purer and more deli-
cate odor in these leaf-scents than In
the perfume of flowers; and though
this is a matter of per*inal taste and
sensation, there is home reason to
agree with 'his retleement •,f the
sense of smell. The odor of the lemns
plant, pr of the leaves of musk, and.
above all, the perfume of the sweet-
brier leaves, are among the most
"clean" and refreshing in all the cate-
gory of sweet scents.
Couldn't Find It.
The neighbors having dropped in in-
formally upon the Suthrons during the
evening, Mrs Suthron suggests that it
her husband will gather some mint from
the mint bed in the garden, she will mix
for them a genuine Kentucky julep. Mr.
Suthron, who has indulged in a matter
of seven or eight genuine Kentucky
juleps prior to the arrival of the guests,
goes willingly in search of the desired
garnishment for the drink. He re-
mains in the garden quite awhile, and
finally the others go out to ascertain
what causes the delay.
"Why don't you bring the mint in,
dear?" his wife calls.
From somewhere in the darkness
comes the testy response:
"Jane. I've eaten my way twice
around this lot. I've chewed geranium
leaves, grass, catnip, tulips, onions, sage
and burdock, but blamed If I can find a
sprig of inintN inywhere!"—Pittsburg
Dispatch.
e- Fore!
Here is a little golf story from the
time of King Jetties I. Prince Henry
atm Omit to drive. off from the tee
end asked his tet8rectoeeeri Omit of the
way.' The tutor did not heat and an
ittendant •callea oat' 'Oriware that
you hit not Mister 7,7--- v.9r." .Prnce
are L. head• lee.: t„15-
I 14. f' 
- ehnia-
I bat.: test i else ies
1.11.6 eatieetnical. elem.
rArSefill
M.ULC ' RISE
• The Optimist--Peiyi ito" attention to i Visitor (to farmer's buy in the field) Friend—But, my dear, he's dissipated. . - , S.
by enochere. They said the telephone —Digging Watt:tee, elm? and- ledulenteeand ereieely unet fur a . ' 
. 
eiouldn't 
1 
work. They said the tele- I Farmer's Boy—Yep. husband. • IOW I BRED OREA.T DI&
wouldn't work..
. . 
. •
t' 
Visitor—And what do you get for , Widow—But he's just about poor COMFORT
Pessinelet —Well ? digging potatess? • Henry's butt!. 
Optimist—And now they say the Farmer's 13oy—Nawthinh but I git Friend—What has the!, to do with . hi v the days when the Mialcahys
machine wou't work. tomethin' fer not diggin"ern. it? • - lived in Um "Patch," Muleehje ednior,
lee:Smite -And even a I.:Locher ' Visitor—Indeed? What would you Widow—Henry left such a .qtrairlIty had teen the clominating force in, the
be sores-Lisne.—Chicago get for not digging them? of beautiful clothes.—Chicago Sun. houeetiohl. - .
/- 
Mulcahy worked faitheedly ' at Una._ _.
-- Peniannit-Mattee hi.h. Rim. er- gas hoe,: keir in and year' out until
Would Have Put i.e Out of Business. "Grimmer seems violently opposed
he r pitlaadhenatmedasseedomapasr2astlinvegswaRecalotulen. tTthhelint
fortuae, in the gitiee of the superinten-
dent of a stone quarry, knocked at the
1.- door of the cottage . down in the
"Patch," with the announcement that
the (-Avner of the _quarry was anxious
to set/ it at a moderate price.
No. 4 With the advent of prosperity there
came to the Mulcahy girls the natural
desire to better their residence. They-
bombarded their mother continuously,
but all she would say was, "Ye'll have
to ash. himself." "Himself" announced
with a growl every time that the sub-
ject was broached to him that the old
place had been good enough for their
mother and their father and that it
would have to be good enough for
them.
But their constant pleadings and
complainings finally won from th .ir
father a reluctant coo sent to purchase
a house more suited to their improved
fortuncie. Marion, who had been Mary
Ann;. Juliette, who had been Julia.
and Marguerite, eh() had been Maggie,
finally decided on a residence in an ex-
clusive neighborhood fronting a small
parkway. Mrs. Mulcahy packed her
few belongings with a sigh. The con-
trol of the house had been shifted from
Jeremiah to the three ditrgivers. She
anticipated trouble, for their supervis-
ion nag certain to be more personal
than that of her husband had been.
krom morning till night it WAS fault-
finding in the house of Mulcahy. The
three girls were discontented. They
eriauld not even acknowledge to them-
selves that the real reason for their
disq9ht was the fact that the society
which i hey had expected to be gladly
received In once they had left the
"Patch," had taken absolutely no no-
tice of them. Not cne of their new
neighbors had called on them. 'Wlaen
they sauntered forth in the afternoons,
brava in their finery, they Met no one
who knew them. They were- lonely,
desperately lonely. They threw' allthe
blame for thpir,lack of social segcess
on their poor mother. Their childish
dread of their father prevented them
from daring to correct him. Jeremiah
cordially hated the elaborately deco-
rated rooms of his new mansion.
"Maybe RI all right, Mary Ann," he
Rich/dubiously to his wife, "but re
likePa place where 1 could smoke in
peace. Mary Ann won't let me smoke
in the parlor and Julia won't let me
smoke in the library, and Maggie
won't let me smoke on the porch, and
the lady out yander—he pointed int
the direction of the kitchen—"won't
let me eet me foot in there at all."
All this did the little old woman
have to endure, until finally her health
gave way under the strain of loneli-
ness and worry and a real homesick-
ness for the place she had called home
for so long. Marion promptly decided
that her mother needed a European
tour. She suggested it to the doctor
tentatively. The doctor was one of
the few of whom the haughty Marion
was afraid.
-I think that your mother needs ab-
solute rcst and quiet," he told her.
He le-id an earnest conversatioa
with old Jeremiah with the result that
the latter announced that he, would ac-
company Mrs. Mulcahy and that he
Wmiltl iis. di On of them -where they- . -
were going. The three 'stormed and
railed, but their father was adamant.
Not a word did they hear from them
for three weeks. By this time they
were in a frenzy of fear lest dcath had
overtaken the wanderers. Then one
day Juliette met clOWn tcern old Mrs.
Daly, who had lived next to them in
-the "retch.' There. was no evading
the lady. Juliette • gissumed her most
frigid manner, bat Mrs. Dely shattered
it with her first sentence: "I thought
you ecre away while your father and
mother wcro over II the old house."
"In the :id hotae •" cried Juliette.
"ertere ale. bui In the old 'honeee"
demanded Mrs. .Defly. "And It's a .iLIJ
sight better your ma Al sinew she earns.
I suppose you'll be +melt now that
you've come homer'
Under cover of the darkness that
night the three sisters went to the old
house that they had never expected to
be forced to enter again. As Marguer-
ite opened the door, Mrs. Mulcahy..
looked up (rota her knitting. Jeremiah
re/reeved his pipe from between his
teeth to bid them come in. The three
had not waited for the Invitation. They
had already begun their storm against
the citadel of such fully an they saw
before them. They wept, they scolded,
they cajeled, they pleaded, they threat-
med. But Jeremiah and .Mary Ann
Were unmoved.
"It's ours," said thh old man, "and
we'll come here whenever it pleases
us. You can stay or you can go. We
are going to end our days in comfort
You have what you want. We': are
going to take what we want, ior a
change. And if you show any mind
not to let tie, I'll make you come back
here and dell the other house. If you'll
mind your own business and leave us
to sieve ' -• %tell dhide our thee h
tween the two pieces." .
Marion, who had been Mary Ann;
Juliette, who hail been4911a, and Mar-
guerite, who had been Maggie. accept-
ed the ilecieion of Jeremiah in silence.
The' cid lean held the balance of pow-
er. nee leohed at their • mother re-
proachfully, bpt she wee It imuliali
softly. The'y glared at (Leer father
angrily, but hi , la -4110ti..444,-.3-PlPe
-an aa; ...i,.... .1; Lik ti- liPagere ••
- , ..4 ^...2-1112,V-
ileht
;nape
The
The
lying
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eh the Shoe Store.
"How is it," asked the visitor, "that
all your (Seeks nearly break their
tescke to wait on Mrs. gotrox? You
don't permit tipping, dceiroe?"
"No," replied the Proprietor, "It'e
this way. She has a No. 4 '
"Yes."
"And she's willing to take a
shoe.''—Chicago Sutheeh,
Real Enjoyment.,
"Yes, you can spend the day at
grandpa's; but be a good boy or your
papa will whip you."
"Yes'm."
"I don't see how you get so much
enjoyment out of talking to grandpa."
"I get him to tell me about the lick-
In's he used to give pop."—eiouston
Post.
MITIGATION.
"Which do you like best, mamma, Mo-
sart or Beethoven?"
"Why, I like Beethoven best, I think."
"I'm so glad, for I've just broken the
bust of Mozart in the parlor!"—Flie-
gende Blaetter.
Curious.
I never sew a barnacle a-growing on a barn.
I never saw tkstar-iish with a star,
I've never seen a window see—I've seen a
„ window blind;
But I never saw carbuncles on a car.
—Judge.
One Advantage.
Mrs. Donough—Aren't you dreadful-
ly put out when your congregatioa
goes to sleep while you are preaching?
Dr. Fourthly—Not at all, my dear
madam. I can preach the same ser-
mon again and nobody will know the
difference, you see.--Cleveland Leader.
Matural Sequence.
Green—Did you ever hear of an im-
movable object being struck by an irre-
sistible force?
Brown—Yes.
Green—What was the result?
Brown—Both the women talked them-
selves boarse.—Chic.go Daily News,
Overcoming Difficulties.
Mascagni-Brown—I tell you, Ethel, I
must have quiet if I'm to do any work!
Mrs. Mascagnelirown—Well, my pet,
I must cook dinner.
Mascagni-Browe—Oh! If that's the
difficulty, we can soon remove that. I'll
give up work for a few weeks:
[finial Problems.
Lumber Yard Lem—I ',ain't seen
Weary Willie around lately.
Seven League Saunders—No; he's dis-
guised himself as a college professor an'
Hien' as one o dew. He's goin' to write
a magazine article on der lives an' hab-
Its.—Puck.
For Variety's Sake.
Mrs. Oleun--Did you marry for love
or for money?
Mrs. Gagurl—Well, sometimes for
one and sometimes for the other.—
Cleveland Leader.
Of Comae.
"Did you ever ride in a horseleme
carriage?"
"Sure. Die yon think I was born be-
fore baby buggies were ineented?"—
Houston Post.
Discovered.
"Why is this cheese so full of
tittles?"
"That's all right. It • needs all the
fresh air it Can get."—Cleveland
Leader.
Observation.
Mother—Yes, Tommy, the doctor
brought the baby
Johnny—Well, ma, he ain't, very
good at. matching samples, is he?—N.
Y. Sun.
Queer Politics.
Wyld—Some queer things in polities,
Ryer—For instance?
Wyld—A fellow beta to set up the
liquids to make himself solid.—Judge.
Stirring Incidents.
Alice—Don't you think • cook book is
fascinating reading?
Clara—Yes, Indeeh. It contains so
many stirring Incidents,—Judge.
Another Instanoe.
Weary see de Japs had to
take a bath before going into battle.
Dusty Rhodes —What was it dat Sher.
man Raid about war?—N. Y. Sun.
Farmer's leesy—Licited.—Judge.
Bacon—I saw a man to-day with a
hand-organ in a wagon drawn by a
mule, and he said he had been going
about the country with that outfit for
six years.
Egbert—Strange, isn't it?
"What's strange?"
"That the mule didn't kick at the
music."—Yonkers Statesman.
She'd Keep It.
"But can yotr keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
all things, a practical man.
"If you get a house and put it in my
name," she replied promptly, "I'll keep
It all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
tled, their engagement was announced.
—Judge.
Another to Hold Him for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful," said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
we make people think we know."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be very wonder-
ful in your case."—Chicago Record.
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady—I am resigning my posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kashcol-
lar, of the necktie counter.
Manager—Why not keep on working,
anyhow?
Sitiesiaele—Gee! You don't know
Bobby. If I don't quit my job, he will.—
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint.
Her Father—What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)—I am fifth
'vice president of the Brazen Assurance
society.
Her Father—Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!—Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady—What is the real difference
between an apartment, a fiat and a ten.
ement house?
Janitor—In an apartment the ladies
don't have no children; in a flat they
has one or two. More than two melte')
any house a tenement, mum.—Judge.
Extra.
"In what sort of meter is Scribbler's
poem written?"
"Gas meter."
"Gas meter."
"Whitt the—?"
"So many unnecessary feet, you
know."—Cleveland Leader.
A Calldown.
"Snoobs says he would never wear
ready-made clothes."
**Possibly. But he spends ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't left
left them to him he wouldn't have
enough to buy a second-hand suit."—
Detroit Free Press.
Troubles of the Rich.
Jaggles—Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles—Because he can't very well
boast of his posterity, when his daugh-
ter eloped with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the gold cure.-'.
Puck.
An Indorsement.
"Do you regard the political future
of this country as securer
"Yes." answered Senator Sorghum
"I have thought the matter over and
still consider politics an entirely safe
investment. "—Washington Post.
SHE T7RAITIOAL LANDLADY.
Mr. Spider—What, Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled for
the winter in the 41M:eller fiats.
Mr. Moth—I thought so, too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled we out—Kansas City
Star.
A Reflection.
**The ocean looks like sea and copper,"
One often hears this on the beach;
The simile is apt and proper—
There's water—lots of it-4ft each..
Thought She Zad a "Mash."
Patience--It's scandalous!
Patrice—What is scahdeloue?
"Why, my sister was out playing golf,
yesterday, and she said she had a mashie
on the links!"—Yonkers Statesman.
Absurd. Not Treasure Trove.
Knicker—It's a pretty honest world.
"Don't you like to sit here and see
of the girls in their bathing suits?" Bocker--Yee, indeed, the man who
"Who ever saw alio! a girl in her bath. finds fella goes to a lot of trouble to
'return it to the Owner. —N, Y. Sim.Ing suit?"—Houston Post. ,
• ,
When She Loves Min. Lineage.
"Does it take Brown and his evieeleme ' Mrs. Oldblood —Do you go
to make lip after ibPs. have remeree William the Conqueror?
'çy IrJ.. Ngsvt,! t,--No, but oar
waulo, atlas!.st! •
:
all
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back to
fot clubs. Is it on personal or general
rOunds?"
"Personal, I think. He met his Wife-
at the golf club, courted her at a conn-
try club, married her between dub
meetings, and now all the moneNtie
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."—Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
"What kind of man is old Wheez-
icks?" asked the newcomer.
"Wheezicks?"_ said the other. "He's
the contrariest, most selfish old wretch
that ever lived. When one of his
teeth aches, there's not another tooth
In his head that sympathizes with IL"
—Chicago Tribune.
USUALLY.
She—I wonder what ailment the Mae'
tag germ cauhes.
He—Palpitation of the heart.—Cht-
cago Daily News.
Too Fast
A daring young roan named martin
Fell out of a busted balloon;
He fell on his neck,
Exclaiming: "By heck,
I reckon I lansied too soon."
—Milwaukee Sentinel,
Disapproved.
Mamma—Why don't yout play with
Johnny Jones?
Tommy—He shoots craps for monee
Mamma—My dear child! And yo,
don't think that's nice, do you?
Tommy—Naw, be always wins ev-
erything I got!—Cleveland Leader.
Too Much for Her.
Algernon—And what did your father
say when you told him I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude—Oh, Algernon! Only &bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful language!—Chicago Daily
News.
The Eternal Problem. ,
And as he continued to gaze at her.
It struck him that he bad never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing telly
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear," to
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No Time to Lose.
Millicent—It doesn't seem quite.rigtt
for those men to court that youngsvidoe
so soon after her husband's death.
HUTtense—B'Ut f11111 TUflfext4pt1orrat
case. Everybody Is saying that black is
unbecoming to her.—Puck.
Appropriate.
She—Mrs. Flushly says she's going
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
He—Well, I always said she whs In-
clined to be nutty in her sky-piece.--
Detroit Free Press.
Compatibility. •
"How is you: see getting on with his
work?"
"Beautifully," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never troubles
it, and it never seems to trouble him,"—
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick
leg so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He just got off," said a passenger
"without wing his fare."—Detroit'
Free Press.
Everything Quiet.
Church—Everything is quiet over in
Philadelphia, I suppose.
Gotham—Oh, yes; a man over there
has just patented a noiseless baby car-
rtage.—Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors!
"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle to the corset.
"Well, you see I've been on a bust,"
answered the stays, with a merry
Laugh—Cleveland Leader.
Where There's a Will.
"Old Scadds says he is dying for
love of me."
"Better hurry and marry him, then,
tf you eitpect his dying to no you any
good."—Houston Post.
Education and Literature.
Mrs. Knicker—Jack writes for cio
quick to buy books.
Knieher —Strikes me those College
Wks Inusthe Since* the six best Sell-
ers.--N. Y. Sun. • ) •
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as delicious as Mrs. Carrie Ellis'
Celebrated
Candy
Free samples given away
so p. m. Saturday.
AT
MTHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
TRb i&XALL STORE.
FOURTH ANiT) BROADWAY.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
tapt'. S. \V. 1)enny of rvansville,
arriv4x1 here yesterday.
Sheriff Drvid Reaves, of Renton,
is in the city.
Supt. A. H. Egan, of the Louisville
-division for the -I:-.C.-; returned yes--
to 
ctcr-radt:ion as editor of the News-Demo-
. McG,i.udwin left yesterday for
y morning to Louisville.
Mr
-from 4
Atlanta, Ga., and Nashville, Tenn.
lie several days ago resigned his
posit 
.
Mrs. T. S. Edminston, of Memphis;
Tenn., has returned tome after visit-
ing Mrs, J. V. Cully, of Jacicson
street.
Slim T.ciw4e Woods, of Benton, is
visiting Mrs. Roy Morgan, of Clay
street.
Captain 1,, McFarland is here from
St. Louis. .
'Mjss Nellie Warren has returned
from visiiing in Llvingston county.
Dr. H. H. 'silty,. of Shilthland, has
returned how. - ifter visiting his_ sons,
Drs. Henry :i ' Frank Duley.
Lawyer J. '.; 1:oss went to Hop-
kineville yserday.Sat :webs, Stoeittinng, Ian. 20, ieo6.
LOCAL NEWS
—The wethaer yesterday And last
evening •was ...very spring like, some-
-thing. unusoal for this " period. of the
year. john stone 'works at Ceder Bluff,
—Mayor yelsce is expected home leave* in a few days for a triptomorrow from Danville, Ky., where through Old Mexico, where he form-
he went e-fter Atel4liag 6°171c '20 erly resided
buMne21/1441114ki*t- Mr. Dick Ashbrook returned yes-
-The let Teerell distrillery at t, roar irons may6eld.
IlOrti) of to has shut cloy, it unt:I;I Miss Gertrude Monroe, of Benton,there can be erected a large addliPifi -naptur. W. A. Monroe, of Rockpori,for storage-of-stock. Ky4 will today arrive to vt Miss
—The Dark Tobacco Association of Eton Wright.
Marshall 5 u y, has arranged to
steer I* crop in the Western
District Weseeihisuse bore for this year.
—Yestiirday ht Cenral Rivers Mrs:
Henry perk-ins, .did of pneumonia,
apd be buried at Smith/wad to-
day. 'She in a prominent woman of
other and siitcr-in-law of the wife of
Aterehans'i -policeman Jaenee C. Pres-
netl of this city,
—Dr. and Mrs. M. Steinfeld have
a new, hoy-babe.at their hen:e.
LADY'S WATCH
MISLED CREW INTO THINK-
ING SOMEONE WAS
KILLED
Supt. Egan Again in the City—Wal-
ter Williams Is Tend's. of New
Bridge,
Wove kour -the 5,11.* of the pryora
burg wreck, *were} nights ago, is that
a wctrin:nl, ',fratot• *es among
the wrecked. C.irl.and litaps of coal,
4.. ad it was thought for a white that
soave tramp ''as leuried in the beap
'?anfiebe sraibeli caw from him, but the
...,vitrchlag crew dug down into the
'stacks of fuel and splintered cars and 
be found nothing. It cannotimag-
ined how a woman's watch could be
iii .thewreck, but nevertheless it was
found and did not bekmg to any of
the.crew.either.
The track iv iistk all. right *gain
and traffic passing over same as of
old without interference
••alomalamm .
sack.
Superintende ,Itga& :hem up the
Louisville division yeeteglay „hiet re-
turned in the afternobit and is at the
Palmer.
,
' Mr. V• V,iNgs has beer? ap-
pointed foeUlle new Teem:sem
rwer of the I. ,C, .14 goat
there sognoMOSIIIIMtim
Mr. Feed -Hied Ina resigned his
place of rayisnig elerk for the Ifig
Four at Coil. centre lipre to
reside next kh
M.r  Bailey Arter has totem the
piece of night telegraph operator for
the I. C. sit Ballard Junction.
CARNATIONS.
See Bruneon's ffisplay window of
carnet-tient, afif5ot refits per dozen to-
ay.
SOULE'S BALM
FOR THE SKIN
11.•••=abra
SOULLS
Liver Ciwartilee
For Torpid Llultr and Malaria
WE HAVE OBT *ROM
MM. BETTIE SOUL lfPRI
/LEGE TO MAKE
THESE WELL IWO AND EX
EN 
-
CELLT PREPAFATTIffi, AND
?gm/ onriqtortgi 'MEM
ORIGINAL MAE,' AS INTRO-
DUCED AND SOLD ,FOR TEARS
BY THE LATE bit. f4k
SOULE 25c EACH.
R. W. WALKER 4( CO.
Druggist Fifth and &cutaway.
Mr. RobertRivers and wife are
visiting in Senithdand.
Mr. Dan Fittpatrick returned yes-
terday from Chicago.
Mere Charles Scholz, of Evansville,
Ind., is visiting her parenti, C,olenel
and Mee. Feed Kamkiter.
Supt. Tit Halloran, of the Katter-
•Mimes Minnie and Lula Wbeeber,
of Livingstort county, are visiting
?Ries Ina Dunn, of South Sixth:
Mrs. Henry Straus arid child, of
Louisville, with tomorrow return
home after visiting the former's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Uliman,,. of
Fifth and Washington.
Mr. J. A. Bacon. and wife, of Cin-
cinnati, are visiting Mr. arid Mrs. R.
S. Van Loon.
Mr. J. W. McGlathery returned
last night frorn West Tennessee
•Mr. F. M. McGlathaerei hes re-
turner! from Memiphis and Mercer,
Tenn.
UNITE HEARTS
MISS PRESNELL MARRIES MR.
0. C. LAMER AT SMITH-
LAD.
Junior Epworth League of Broadway
Methodist Church Entertained
Last Evening.
friends bete renterday received in-
vitations announcing that January 31
there Walk} be united hi mareiage at
Smarilland, Miss Josephine Presnell
and Mr. Oliver C.11,101ver, -both "prom
inent young people of that city, who
are well known to allbixe.
The eeremony will occur it 8:30
o'clock that cetera,' g in the Methodist
Episcopal church of that city, and be
quite a social affair, witnessed by a
large concourse of friends. After
the nuptials the happy pair leave for
,a bridal tour that closes with their
retrain February rsth, when they re-
their honk at Smititland.
Very beautiful and blessed -with
varied accomplishments and admired
culture, the ohnening bride las al-
ways been one of the most popular
of the kitting young people of that
city. She /3 the darerhter of Mr • M•
B. Travel!, manager 'for the C. B.
mercantile establishment of
that city.. She le the since of Mr.
James C. Presaell of this city, and is
related to 'many whet: Well known
cal people. •
My •
iPre-eneineth etainet* the widely
known young groom at a brilliant at-
torney and Vereattle newspaper, man
of Western Kentucky, hie reputation
being far and wide as one of mach
ropress and ability. He commands
a khend legal clientele in Livingston
Foanty, while as editor of the Liv-
ingston 'Ratifier he has advanced !bat
-paper materially and shown
it to be ciiie of the brightest and
newsiest of publications.
Both partks have the sincere con-
gratulations their many Paducah
friends are forwarding-them upon the
approaching event.,
league ltnteetaktment.
Last tEwng.quite a crowd .was
Most y entertained by the
„Junior Epworth leaglie of the tEeoad-
way Methodist Claw* its the Sunday
Retool ant* of the . edifice. It was
of literar* arid musical hatisre under
the itrectIon Of Mitre Happy Newell,
fig for Ate juniors, tad • the
any there were churned with die
Woe forma • of diversi
CARNATIONS.
See 13runson's disilay window of
carnations at 50 cents per dozen to-
day. •
Subecribe for the belly Register.
The Daily Register, only the.
week.
SCALY ECZEMA
ALL OVER BODY
Eruptions Appeared on Chest, and
Face and Neck Were All Broken
Out—Scales and Crusts Formed
--- Iowa Lady Has Great Faith
In Cuticura Reniedies for Skin
Diseases.
—••-.311*-
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
(dI had in eruption appear on ray
Oast and body and extend uplvar
and downwards, so that my neck and
face wen all brakes Ad; 420
and the
I at tat heat.
But soon .áJ r uu.Mz *here
the kmn out *NIL Amitted of going
to a I a complete
treatment of _
which I hid great faith, and all 422
satisfactory. A yeat or two later the
eruption appeared soda only * Little
lower.; but 'before it had time to spread
I Premwas another supply of thetelite-
etft Remedies, and coned thee me
detli, the care was complete. It is sow
fiye years since the last attack, and
have not men any Sim ef a return. I
have lake* about three bottku of the
Cutieura Resolvent, and de Jtot know
how much of the Soap or Ofeteneu .t as
I ali!ayallseep dine with reklfrataKT
One halt clesen of each.
"I &tided tog, ve tbe Oallpent Rem-
edies i trial after I had seenthe results
of their tireatisent of amnia on an
Infant belong* to one of our neigh..
bore. The weed took the child to the
nearest pitt but hie treatment did
Migned. proemedaroura
Reenedies_lind, gotta. bit tbesn'whea.00 began mho Rem-
edies her face wits terrilkkhelittred
with sores, but the inn 101131127 cured,
for I saw the same clad it the age of
five years, and her mother told sue the
emus had never broken' out=aieIs
have more faith in Cutieura
for skin disowns than iitWg I know
of. I am, rageethilly yoAne, Ea E.
Wilson, Linsamb, Iowa, Q.
coa0302P boriai
a=egii
LeillierfnMardik2111-22 -Wwa•Ciretes Hite
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LEAVES SHORTLY.
Mr. Schmidt Goes to Henderson in a
Few Days to Locate.
Mir. Frank G. Schmidt, the brewer,
expects to get away the first of next
week for Henderson, 1(y., to make
this future home. He was several
weeks ago made chief auditor for tte
Henderson Brewing company, that
has represented here as manager of
the local branch for the past fire or
six years. Ever since the appoin t •
merit he has been winding uphis busl
ness there and expecte to go to Hen-
derson now within the next fere Pt_YIR
to take up his home. Irlfe; fitteCt
will accompany him.
Boiler Is Lon.
The new boiler for Riverside hos-
pital must have gotten lkist eome
place as Contractor Edward Hannan
cannot locate it at all. sithougla
tins tracers and telegrams out 469ovr4
ing it up. It should have been herd
one week ago, but bee= to ltmkif it oarill not reach here for IMO
week yeit. The street reeler con-
tinues being used in its capacity to
furnish heat and is working alright.
Alderman Rebillted. •
Aldecn100 W. T. Miller teturised
from Frankfort where be astride
the legislative -conirniteet of muni-
cipalities that passes on bills affecting
citiea bver the state. Many were up
pertaining to second clam cities, that
include Paducah, and he believes
that most of dense measemeleill, be
adopted, ihry tooling to the material
advancement of the interest's' of the
',japeve municiptditim.
ENGLERT
BRYANT
!POPULAR WRITS
Specials for Jan, 20th
it bats Star Soap for .  asc
Country Meal, per peck Ise
Fancy Irish Potatoes, per peck  aot
Fancy Green B4s. per cad Ine•
California Peaches, per can
Atm. Soda Creators far
per doyen ... 
 101;
Oranges, per dews .
Dill Picides, per gallon ...eso
cy Cranberiee, per quest
4 tans Stoddard C0312 ...........15C
Pitney Lemons, per dozen ........ roc
$ pschages Macaroni gor ..... tse
2 pacisagai Spaghetti for zc
Fancy Picnic Hams, pee Ilk., ge
raney Calumet Mins, per lb  tic
Famous White Dove Flour, per
neck 
 
 ;• • -• • • 75r
• can Hi-Lo the femme Pure nod
a Baking Powder FREE with every
bars Star Soap.
WANTED---To rent 5 room,housc,
with all modern improvements,
trally Ifocated. Will pay good
Address X \' Z, this office.
cen-
refit.
zFOrR RENT—My ' residence, Sixth
and Clark, sax rooms, sewerage con-
nection, bath, china closet, gas and
electric lights, all in 'excell'ent condi-
tion. J. T. Donovan.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms,
modern conveniences, 6sa Jellerson.
Phone 1735•
TO RENT—Two or three rooms,
unfurnished, for light housekeeping.
Must be within six sicitiaree; of Third
and Broadway. F,nquinc, rre South
Third street.
FOR SA.LZ-41‘ lot of up-to-datt
office furniture. TeleFhoor 1663.
FOR RENT—Two-hirelsbeit Moine
for geatletrien at tip North Fourth
street. 
FOR R EN T—Snr- roo m cottsge,
No. i6A3 Broadway. Apply at Bag-
,later office.
,It()R RENT—Cottage on Jefferson
street near Sixth. Esquire of W. N.
Patterson.
FOR RENT—Rooms either furn-
ished or unfurnished, at The Inn on
North Seventh street; a most desira-
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooke.
FOR RENT—Five-room cotteo,
modern imprevements, bath, electric
lights, at 1o36 Madison street. Ap-
ply to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. eta.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in free min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
tea Broadway.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE sett.
MATINEE AND NIGHT
Saturday, Jan. 30
THE KING
OF TRAMPS
A Yankee Dootije Comedy lu 4 Bit
LaughiNg A.
FUNNIER THAN A CIRCUS.
Entertainment for children from
. 6 to 60.
A Comedy with a Plot Mounted with
Special Scenery.
MUSICAL, SINGING AND DANC-
ING SPECIAVTIES.
THE SHOW You Have Boon Wait-
ing for.
Introdwing the hervelae comedian,
Mr. Arthur Borella
" Supported by a carefully *elected
company.
•••••••=•••11•1.
PRICES: Matinee, Children roc,
Adults sic. Night: mg, go, so and 7se.
Same on sale Friday It, a. an,
THE KENITUCKY
TELEPHONE 48.
Five Nights, Commixing
IMNDAY, JAN. 22
Matinees Wednesday and Friday.
THE FAMOUS
JEWELL-KELLY
Stock Company
Opening Bill Monday Night.
"A Kentseky Gentleman
6— . Big Specialties , —g
Ladhos free Monday night, vibes
nied by -a person holding a
paid 30 cent ticket, if purchased be-
fore 5 p. M. Monday afternoon,
Peices: roc, 20C and 3oc. Maihtee
pricao: Children tot; adults esc.
Sets now on dale.
There is probably nothing more an-
noying than to Ave to spend a lot
of time preparing for an erheraect
that failed to emerge.
Paducah Transfer Company '
anoornoreted.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and:Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
RD. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & C
FIRE INSURANCE
.Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
s 
- •
For Vaults, Illbeimients and 0 eneral Cernettwer Wort Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS Ill WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
: t LET ME TELL YOU WORE ABOUT IT 3 3
Joke S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, ilog TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
fieiglICII-P0011031111110
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE oAs BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER
Ed D. Hannan
• STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phones sox. toe South F °girth at.. VAS Kentucky Meath.
•
Che Buffet •
107 SOUTH FOURTH STRBET
ICI. C. eray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WIN= AND WHISKIES.
KwerrbInd slessonekle in dm eatable line served to order. Aline noonday lunch kw so sista.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant,. U8 Fraternity Bldg.
TRE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padumh, Kentuckr.
Capital and Surplus 111188,000]
ED P. NORM, Plitt 0. W. ROBNETSON. V. FRIA
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts al regales banking business.. Solicits yew deposit'. Pays 4
per cent per anoint at time oartificate of &epochs.. Safety boxes in Ore
proof vault for rent at Is to Sr. per year is to elm. You carry'year owe
bey end so one but yourself has scowl,
4
E E. COULSCittl,'
P LOMB!
Steam and Not Nter IkdtIuQ.
Pim 133. 429 Broadway.
+.4.14
.r+++++++••••••••••
ybscribe For The Register
•
4
•
•
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'etas 7
The more disagreeable the turf
,the More higlity and prev-aleet it it
al
